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ABSTRACT
Smart initiatives are gaining popularity from the development of smart homes and smart
communities to the emergence of smart cities all around the world. Smart technologies like AIpowered digital assistants are becoming more widespread within the tourism industry, giving rise
to the concept of smart destinations. Despite the growing awareness, the theoretical and practical
knowledge of smart destinations remains fragmented and mostly speculative.
The primary objectives of this research study are: 1) to develop a comprehensive
framework of smart destinations through multiple case studies of the emerging smart destinations
and interviews with the industry stakeholders, and 2) to construct and apply a smartness index
based on the framework that could serve as a practical tool to assess the smartness level of
various tourism destinations. The study adopts a Destination Marketing/Management
Organization (DMO) perspective as these organizations are uniquely positioned to fulfill the key
roles in coordination, facilitation, and governance of smart tourism. That is, the technological
sophistication of these organizations and their destination management systems (DMSs) is
assumed to reflect smart initiatives implemented destination-wide.
The study employed the three-stage methodology: assessment of the DMOs’ websites,
interviews with the key industry stakeholders, and survey completed by the DMOs’
representatives. The results of the survey were used to construct the index with Partial Least
Squares-Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM). Lastly, the index was applied to assess
DMOs’ performance in key areas that determined smartness of tourism destinations. As a result,
the study developed a more comprehensive conceptualization of smart destinations than was
iii

currently available in the research literature. Furthermore, the study offered a practical tool that
could assess destinations smartness and identify the critical areas for improvement. This
research, therefore, offers a necessary foundation for the advancement of tourism research and
the framework for destinations that aspire to become smart.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Smart initiatives are increasingly gaining popularity from the development of smart
homes and smart communities projects to the emergence of smart cities all around the world that
could evolve out of existing infrastructures or could be built from the ground up (Oates, 2018).
Smart projects are designed and implemented worldwide with the most progress taking place in
North America, Europe, and Asia. In the European region, the progress is fueled by the
investments from the European Union (EU) into such metropolitan cities like Berlin,
Amsterdam, and Edinburgh (Lee, Hancock, & Hu, 2014).
The smart city projects are focused primarily on the improvement of existing
infrastructures and quality of the residents’ life through the extensive integration of Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT) (Boes, Buhalis, & Inversini, 2015). The smart
initiatives, however, are not limited to the improvement of existing infrastructures, but may also
involve planning and construction of new and smarter cities, where ICTs are present in every
aspect of residents’ lives. In Asia, for example, the Songdo International Business District
(Songdo IBD), is strategically designed to become smart city (Garfield, 2018).
The development of smart city initiatives has led to the creation of smart destinations,
which, like smart cities, attempt to become technologically advanced entities. That is, smart
destinations are destinations that heavily integrate advanced technologies within their physical
infrastructure. The subject of smart technologies is fascinating, and therefore, is increasingly
drawing more attention of researchers and practitioners alike (Boes et al., 2015; Kitchin, 2013;
2015). Studies that seek to understand and to conceptualize smart destinations are slowly
1

emerging in the literature. One example is the International Conference on ‘Information and
Communication Technologies in Tourism 2015’ that was held in Lugano, Switzerland. The
conference included several presentations devoted specifically to the subject of etourism and
smart destinations (Tussyadiah & Inversini, 2015).
Despite this growing attention, studies that explore the concept of smart destinations are
still quite limited and sparse (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2014). These issues seem to originate in
the smart cities’ literature. While several papers examine smart technologies and explore the
smart city concept through overviews and critiques, the critique is primarily based on the review
of corporate or governmental documents instead of interviews, ethnographic studies, and other
more empirical approaches. Furthermore, only limited research examines specific cities, projects,
and stakeholders in enough depth through extensive fieldwork (Kitchin, 2015). The most critical
questions that seem to arise from the lack of theoretical and practical knowledge of the concept
include: 1) what destination should be considered smart?; 2) will integration of advanced
technologies alone make destinations smart?; and if this condition is not enough, 3) what
dimensions are fundamental to smart destinations?
Accordingly, this research project endeavors to broaden current theoretical and practical
knowledge of smart destinations by pursuing two primary objectives: 1) to develop a
comprehensive framework of smart destinations through multiple case studies and interviews
with the industry stakeholders, and 2) to construct and apply a smartness index using the
framework that could serve as a practical tool to assess the smartness level of various tourism
destinations. The framework will assist in a more comprehensive conceptualization of smart
destinations than is currently available. Particularly, the framework will seek to uncover key
2

components of the smart destination concept (e.g., major stakeholders, characteristics,
components, etc.). The smartness index, in turn, will be essential to determining the dimensions
that comprise the concept.
The availability of a valid smartness index may also present important implications to
destinations and policymakers. The index could be used to benchmark destinations, evaluating
their position compared to other similar destinations in the competitive group, and to identify
critical areas for improvement. Particularly, the study will explore aspects that are essential to
every smart destination, and these aspects, in turn, will form the index. The index application
will assist destinations in assessing the effectiveness of their performance, and the extent to
which their performance deviates from a benchmark. The assessment will suggest the areas that
require the most attention.
Some define smartness as “the integration of network of organizations and smart features
that engage in interoperable and interconnect systems to simplify and automate daily activities
and do add value throughout the ecosystem for all stakeholders”, where interoperability refers to
the ability of different systems to engage with one another and to ensure a flawless exchange of
information and knowledge (Buhalis & Leung, 2018, p. 43). While this definition points to some
of the critical aspects of smartness like interoperability of the systems, the suggested
conceptualization could be applied to any smart system and may not necessarily address the
complexity of what is called a smart destination. Thus, other conceptualization will be reviewed
to form a preliminary understanding of the smart destinations concept to guide this research
study.
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One definition describes smart destination as “an innovative tourist destination, built on
an infrastructure of state-of-the-art technology guaranteeing the sustainable development of
tourist areas, accessible to everyone, which facilitates the visitor’s interaction with and
integration into his or her surroundings, increases the quality of the experience at the destination,
and improves resident’s quality of life” (Lopez de Avila, 2015, n.d.). Other views smart
destinations as destinations that require all industry stakeholders to be dynamically
interconnected through some technological platform to aggregate, develop, and exchange
information to enhance tourist experiences (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2014). Considering these
conceptualizations, the following preliminary definition is offered:
Smart destinations dynamically engage all the stakeholders via one technological
platform to exchange information and knowledge and integrate state-of-the-art technology
within an existing infrastructure to enhance tourists experiences and quality of life of local
communities. Those destinations pursue sustainability in every aspect of their operations. Smart
destinations are highly accessible and create an environment where tourists can interact and
fully engage with their surroundings.
The rapidly growing complexity of urban centers has placed higher pressure on existing
infrastructures making the application of information and communication technologies (ICTs)
ever more important for effective management of these entities (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2013).
Many cities, for example, are struggling with traffic congestions. Some of the technologies that
could alleviate this issue include embedded sensors, Cloud Services that receive the information
from these sensors, and applications that, in turn, obtain the information from the Cloud Services
with the purpose to monitor traffic in real-time (LinkedIn Learning Solutions, 2017).
4

The necessity to implement technology in every aspect of urban life has evolved into the
concept of smart cities, the cities where boundaries between digital and physical worlds are
erased to open new opportunities and to achieve higher efficiency and sustainability. The
ubiquitous integration of technology in these cities creates “an urban environment which… is
able to offer advanced and innovative services to citizens in order to improve the overall quality
of life” (Piro, Cianci, Grieco, Boggia, & Camarda, 2014, p. 169).
The increasing importance of ICT has consequently introduced the smartness concept to
tourism. According to Gretzel, Sigala, Xiang & Koo (2015), many European smart tourism
initiatives emerged from smart cities projects. Smart tourism in their view is “tourism supported
by integrated efforts at a destination to collect and aggregate/harness data derived from physical
infrastructure, social connections, government/organizational sources and human bodies/minds
in combination with the use of advanced technologies to transform that data into on-site
experiences and business value-propositions with a clear focus on efficiency, sustainability and
experience enrichment” (Gretzel et al., 2015, p. 181).
Poon (1993) foretold the emergence of smart tourism, suggesting that flexible
specialization or ever-enduring innovation could pave the way towards the so-called new
tourism. This emerging new tourism is adaptable and may be customized depending on the
specialized needs of different market segments. The idea of ever-enduring innovation behind the
new/smart tourism reflects the growing influence of information technology (IT) on customer
choices and their behavior. Destinations that strive to understand and master the latest industry
innovations to personalize tourism offerings to the unique needs and preferences of customers,
therefore, become smart.
5

Technologically intelligent destinations may enhance and sustain their long-term
competitiveness in the marketplace and overcome one of the major challenges faced by many
destinations, namely, effective management of diverse industry stakeholders. Destinations
integrate versatile tourism products and services and offer them as one holistic experience under
the destination brand name (Buhalis, 2000). Thus, visitors do not perceive consumption of
tourism offerings as separate and individual experiences but rather as an overall holistic
experience that reflects the destination itself; and this complex structure of tourist destinations
makes these entities the most difficult to manage and to market (Fyall, 2011). Further, tourist
destinations involve many industry players with diverse interests (Buhalis & Amaranggana,
2015), and it is not uncommon for destination stakeholders to pursue conflicting interests.
The failure of destinations to account for different views and interests of stakeholders
may become a critical obstacle to achieving strategic objectives preventing destinations from
becoming competitive in the long-run (Buhalis, 2000). The challenge created by different
interests of the many industry stakeholders justifies the importance of a ‘smart’ approach to
destination management and marketing. Technological innovations adopted by destinations may
substantially improve the efficiency of all local suppliers, serving as the essential platform for
the development and delivery of specialized tourism products and services to increasingly
sophisticated consumers (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2015). Particularly, information technology
offers an opportunity for efficient consolidation of information about local attractions and
facilities that could be quickly customized to meet the unique needs of market segments.
Such a platform can be provided by Destination Management or Marketing Organizations
(DMOs), whose extensive connections and interactions are necessary for the development of
6

smart tourism initiatives. These organizations are uniquely positioned for the coordination,
facilitation, and governance of smart tourism (Gretzel, Zhong, & Koo, 2016). DMOs’
technological platforms, destination management systems, or DMSs, are already capable of
coordinating and promoting a vast variety of local tourism products and services worldwide
(Buhalis, 2000). Besides access to the immense amount of travel options, DMSs also allow
tailoring these options to personal consumer’s needs by creating customized travel packages and
itineraries.
Latest information technologies may additionally benefit different destination
stakeholders by providing a platform where multiple industry players may compete according to
the same rules. Many platforms favor one supplier over another, providing weighted information
that is displayed hierarchically. This necessitates the development of a platform that could
eliminate the created disequilibrium and facilitate further and deeper engagement of various
stakeholders in common strategic objectives pursued by tourist destinations and to improve
decision-making process (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2015).
The opportunities offered by ICTs and smart tourism are increasingly recognized
worldwide, and many smart initiatives are emerging in the context of destinations. However,
research exploring the concept of smart tourism is critically lacking. The concept remains illdefined (Gretzel et al., 2015), and the lack of understanding prevents any substantial theoretical
and practical developments of this subject in the tourism field. The emerging phenomenon of
smart destinations, nevertheless, may be essential for developing strategies to enhance the
competitiveness of destinations in increasingly demanding and competitive markets, driven by
highly sophisticated information technologies.
7

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
The Emergence of Smart Cities
Chourabi et al. (2012) report that more than half of the total world’s population now
resides in urban centers and this population growth is expected to continue in the next two
decades as more people move from rural areas to the cities. The growing concentration of
population in urban centers creates a range of issues related to waste management, air pollution,
deteriorating infrastructures, scarcity of available resources, and rising health concerns (GilGarcia, Pardo, & Nam, 2015).
Cities all around the world become increasingly complex with a rapid population growth,
which creates higher pressure to build and sustain ever more elaborate infrastructures. To keep
up with increasing complexity and the demands of the expanding population, many cities are
now seeking to integrate ICTs to effectively coordinate all local activities and services and to
ensure that their residents are well informed (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2014).
The term ‘smart city’ was introduced to reflect the application of new ICTs to modern
infrastructures of the cities (Washburn & Sindhu, 2010). The California Institute for Smart
Communities was one of the first to examine how communities could become smart and how to
design a city to implement new ICTs. However, scholars now argue that the concept of a smart
city is much broader than the mere implementation of advanced technologies within existing city
infrastructures (Albino, Berardi, & Dangelico, 2015). Many agree that a city becomes smart
“when investments in human and social capital and traditional (transport) and modern (ICT)
communication infrastructure fuel sustainable economic development and a high quality of life,
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with a wise management of natural resources, through participatory governance” (Caragliu, Del
Bo, & Nijkamp, 2009, p. 50).
The number of smart initiatives is growing worldwide (Oxford Business Group, n.d.).
North America and Europe are leading those efforts with 35 and 47 completed or ongoing
projects accordingly. With investments from the EU, smart initiatives are developing in such
metropolitan centers as Amsterdam, Berlin, Barcelona, Edinburgh, Bath, and Manchester. The
Asian region is another leader in implementing smart strategies with more than 40 projects in the
making. Some of the examples of these initiatives include Singapore, Hong Kong, Busan, and
Songdo, the project that is also known as Songdo International Business District (IBD). South
America, the Middle East, and Africa likewise have several smart projects in progress (Lee et al.,
2014). Accordingly, a smart city becomes a worldwide phenomenon that varies from the
application of advanced technologies to existing infrastructures to more ambitious developments
that evolve into new urban centers like Songdo IBD.
Songdo IBD is an ongoing smart city project that has been designed on the principles of
connectivity and competitiveness. This new city is built on reclaimed land along the Yellow Sea.
Besides providing a living for 36,000 people, the district will have a trade tower, a Coastal Guard
building, a park, golf course, and a university (Shapiro, 2015). The Songdo IBD project attempts
to eliminate the need for cars and offer extensive and convenient public transportation options
instead (e.g., buses, subways, bikes, and walking) so that residents could go to work, pick up
their children after school, and buy groceries without driving (Garfield, 2018). Everything in the
district is highly accessible due to its compact planning, making the district not only convenient
for a living but also eco-friendly.
9

The two other examples of smart cities include Seoul Metropolitan City (SMC) and San
Francisco City (SFC). The cities are using open data platforms, such as ImproveSF, to design
services that stimulate active public participation. In San Francisco, the platform solicits ideas on
a range of issues, some of which are neighborhood revitalization, access to portable water, and
public art. SMC is proactive in implementing advanced intelligent technologies for other
purposes, like real-time management of public utilities (e.g., drainage systems, bridges, public
parking, and air pollution monitoring). Additionally, both cities are involved in the development
of green services or initiatives that reduce environmental impact on these urban centers. SFC’s
Go Green initiative supports transportation options alternative to heavy car use, including
cycling, walking, and car sharing (Lee et al., 2014). The smart initiatives of SFC and SMC are
not limited to, transportation, environmental, and public engagement issues only. The cities have
also introduced service innovations to the tourism and leisure sector. Therefore, both of the urban
centers are in a transition from smart cities to smart destinations.
Like smart cities, tourism destinations may experience issues with excessive demand,
which creates additional pressure on the infrastructure and tourism superstructure (i.e., facilities
designed for tourists primarily) that may not be designed to withstand those pressures. The
excessive demand may inevitably become a threat to the preservation of cultural, heritage, and
environmental resources igniting conflicts between local communities and incoming visitors.
When combined, those issues could adversely affect the quality of locals’ life and tourists’
experiences posing yet another threat to the destination economy and the competitive position of
the destination in the market. Some of these issues will be discussed in more details in the
following section, accompanied by the examples of the destinations that struggle with them.
10

Consequently, the issues raised here and their effects necessitate the implementation of Smart
Initiatives that could counteract their potentially profound consequences.
The Need for Smart(er) Destinations
As in the case of smart cities, the application of advanced technologies may not
necessarily qualify destinations as smart. That is, emerging smart destinations should apply
highly advanced technologies with the primary objectives of becoming more sustainable,
efficient, and creating better experiences for the visitors (Gretzel et al., 2015). One destination
that is continuously succeeding in the achievement of the aforementioned objectives is Disney
World. Disney has become the true pioneer in the adoption of smart technologies in its theme
parks to enhance the crowd control and to minimize wait times, an issue that becomes more
pressing with cultural shifts towards the less patient and more demanding clientele. The issues
are magnified by the fact that Disney welcomes over 30 million visitors annually, with the
majority coming to the theme parks during the busiest times of the year (Barnes, 2010). The new
demands created by this shift require Disney to become highly innovative to stay relevant and
competitive in the market.
Disney integrates various technologies such as cameras, digital park maps, and other
cutting-edge technological tools to monitor and manage crowds in real time. Once a slowdown is
detected in areas of the park, the tech team deploys effective countermeasures. For example, if
the Pirates of the Caribbean attraction is experiencing slower than usual lines, the employees will
react by launching more boats to cope with higher demand and reduce wait times. Other
measures include dispatching a themed (e.g., Captain Jack Sparrow) character to entertain the
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crowds while they are waiting. Disney may also employ some other strategies to redirect people
from overcrowded attractions to the ones with the lesser demand to make visitors’ experience
more enjoyable while contributing to higher per-capita spending and the desire of the visitors to
return more often (Barnes, 2010).
The issues that demand smart(er) destinations extend beyond crowd control and wait time
management. Destinations are faced with much broader issues and on a larger scale compared to
Disney, where visitors’ movements are closely monitored from the moment, they enter the theme
park until they leave. Disney theme parks could impose tighter control over crowd movements
and achieve higher efficiency through innovative technologies because, to some extent, the parks
are closed systems. In other words, the outside influence is more controlled. However, this may
not be the case for traditional destinations, which are complex systems connected to countless
stakeholders at the destination and throughout the world. While destinations strive for similar
objectives, the issues they need to address in order to become smarter could be fundamentally
different.
Tourism has become critical to many economies. This perception is changing with the
overcrowding of destinations and negative impacts that come with the excessive demand. Two
examples of destinations that are acutely experiencing the adverse effects of being popular
among tourists are Barcelona, Spain, and Venice, Italy. In Barcelona, locals increasingly express
fear that house prices will become exorbitantly high and will eventually drive them out of the
housing market. In this case, Barcelona may lose its population diversity, unique character, and
appeal. Venice likewise struggles, local activists even go so far as advocating banning cruise
ships from docking in the city harbor. Capping tourist numbers is a drastic measure that
12

destinations will resort to in the absence of other initiatives that could keep them sustainable and
competitive (Whyte, 2017). These examples demonstrate the need for smarter destinations that
become more efficient in managing tourism demand without imposing such critical measures as
capping tourist numbers that will inevitably bring negative economic consequences.
Accordingly, the increasing need for smart destinations is driven by the quest for
competitiveness. Porter (1990) argues that national competitiveness is inextricably linked with its
capacity to innovate and upgrade. Similarly, a destination’s ability to solidify and sustain its
competitive position, in the long run, may only be ensured through continued innovation. The
effect of other measures could be short-lived, giving a false sense of the stability to destinations.
Following Porter’s main argument further, destinations, like nations that fail to innovate,
may eventually stagnate and no longer be able to compete in the marketplace, losing their
position (Porter, 1990). This realization seems to be the primary driving force behind the
increasing awareness about smart technologies and the opportunities these technologies could
offer. As Poon (1993) explained, “what is at stake here is not just the survival of the tourism
industry. What is really at stake is the survival and viability of tourism-dependent economies and
the delicate environments on which they, and increasingly the world, depend” (p. 292).
The dependence of economies on tourism requires a drastically different approach to the
issues experienced by many destinations such as overcrowding, deteriorating infrastructures,
exacerbating conflicts between locals and visitors, depleting natural resources, and disappearing
culture and heritage. Destinations become increasingly complex so as the issues the destinations
experience making strategies like capping tourist numbers in case of Venice, Italy an ineffective
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short-term solution that could inevitably bring negative economic impact to the city and cause a
wave of deeply adverse reactions from other stakeholders. The challenges faced by destinations
demand a more complex solution, and the integration of advanced IT in every aspect of daily
operations may offer this solution facilitating the evolution of destinations to a sustainable and a
more efficient future.
From Smart Cities to Smart Destinations
The growing popularity of smart cities and the increasing importance of ICT
consequently introduced the smart concept to tourism and led to its adoption in the context of
tourism destinations. Smart tourism incorporates three major components: smart experience,
smart business ecosystems, and smart destinations. Smart experiences represent technologymediated or technology-enhanced experiences of destination visitors, where different
technologies are the key to a more personalized interaction between travelers and destinations.
The personalization of visitor experiences, in this case, is achieved through real-time monitoring
and various location-based systems (Gretzel et al., 2015), which could provide individually
targeted information and communication creating the sense of highly customized travel
experiences.
The tourism industry is comprised of multiple destination stakeholders, and therefore,
another essential component of smart tourism is smart business. The smart business ecosystem is
a complex network of local businesses and the relationship between these organizations that exist
to support the exchange of various tourism resources and the experience co-creation process.
This system serves as the platform to facilitate dynamic relationships between the industry
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stakeholders, as the digital sphere for conducting business activities, and as the tool to enhance
overall organizational agility (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2014; Gretzel et al., 2015).
The third component of smart tourism is represented by a smart destination, the idea that
has emerged from the concept of smart cities. Many now acknowledge that destinations may
likewise become technologically sophisticated (Buonincontri & Micera, 2016). These
technologically advanced destinations are special cases of smart cities, and therefore, follow the
same principles. The principles of smart destinations, however, are applied to both urban and
rural areas, and consider not only residents but also visitors (Gretzel et al., 2015).
Smart Cities Dimensions
The research literature points to six different principles or dimensions of smart cities that
include: smart governance, smart human capital, smart environment, smart mobility, smart
living, and smart economy (Lombardi, Giordano, Farouh, & Yousef, 2012). Each of these
dimensions covers various aspects of smart cities. Smart Governance relates to public
participation in decision-making, public and social services, transparent governance, and
political strategies and perspectives (Giffinger & Haindl, 2010). Consequently, smart governance
is essential to both smart cities and smart destinations because it brings smart initiatives to
different stakeholders and ensures transparency of the decision and implementation process
(Albino et al., 2015).
Smart human capital is associated with several factors, such as residents’ participation in
public life, facilitation of social and ethnic plurality, adherence to lifelong learning, etc.
(Giffinger & Haindl, 2010). The association of Smart human capital with residents makes this
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dimension essential to smart cities, and more silent to smart destinations that consider both
residents and visitors. The concept of human capital is primarily linked to the local communities
and not to visitors. Due to the silent nature of smart human capital in the context of a smart
destination, this dimension will not appear in the conceptual framework. The lack of the direct
link makes this aspect more silent to smart destinations, which according to the literature are
created to benefit both, the locals and the visitors (Lopez de Avila, 2015, n.d.).
Contrary to this, the smart environment is of prime importance to destinations that aspire
to become smart. Smart environment is primarily focused on the preservation and sustainable use
of natural resources (i.e., the attractiveness of natural resources, pollution control, environmental
protection efforts, and sustainable management of these resources) (Giffinger & Haindl, 2010).
The future of destinations depends on their ability to preserve the natural environment and their
overall appeal for residents and tourists, who are becoming increasingly concerned about
environmental issues.
Smart mobility is comprised of two components, namely, transportation and ICT.
Particularly, the transportation component of smart mobility is based on the availability of the
innovative, safe, and sustainable transportation options, and accessibility of the urban center both
locally and internationally. However, this perspective does not acknowledge a vital role of the
ICTs in the development of any smart city project. The implementation of technological
innovations is given less importance compared to the other principles or dimensions, while the
smart city should be viewed primarily as a technologically advanced entity (Mahizhnan, 1999;
Hancke, Silva, & Hancke Jr, 2013). Indeed, some conceptualize smart city exclusively from a
technological standpoint as “a city with a great presence of ICT applied to critical infrastructure
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components and services” (Albino et al., 2015, p. 5). Accordingly, ICTs should also be central in
the development of smart destinations and should not be assumed as secondary to other critical
dimensions.
Another dimension, smart economy, translates into the competitiveness of a city that is
determined and shaped by an innovative spirit, entrepreneurship, productivity, international
presence in the market, economic image and trademarks, flexibility of labor market, and ability
to change. Lastly, smart living constitutes the quality of life, which is reflected, for example, in
health conditions, social cohesion, the safety of the residents, etc. (Giffinger & Haindl, 2010).
Some aspects of these two and other previously discussed dimensions that resonate with tourism
will be integrated into the conceptualization of smart destinations that follows.
The Pillars of Smart Destinations
Whereas smart destinations have emerged as the result of the smart city projects and
follow similar principles, smart destinations are also unique in that these entities pursue different
objectives, thus requiring distinct strategies for achieving those objectives. Accordingly, the
following conceptualization of the core principles of smart destinations will primarily consider
the unique orientation of these entities towards making destinations more competitive and
designing better experiences for visitors while also accounting for critical dimensions of smart
cities, such as smart living.
Information Technology (IT)
As smart cities, technology is central to smart destinations, and therefore, IT constitutes
one of the pillars of the framework that is proposed in this research project. IT represents “all
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forms of technology to create, store, exchange and utilize information in its various forms”
(Entrepreneur, n.d.). IT has introduced new business-models and continues to shape the business
world through innovations that converge virtual and physical identities as and models with the
real world. This convergence reshapes the business environment by erasing previously existing
boarders between physical and virtual worlds. This change is driven by increased use of mobile
devices, sensor technologies, and Cloud Computing services. Particularly, technological
innovations can generate rich information about consumer activities (e.g., physical movements,
transactions, and communication), and consequently, develop models capable of predicting
customers’ reactions to a potential offer. This trend is additionally augmented by the increasing
number of people spending their time in virtual space (Mendelson, 2015).
The central role of information technology for smart destinations is emphasized in the
following definition by Lopez de Avila (2015), who defines a smart destination as: “an
innovative tourist destination, built on an infrastructure of state-of-the-art technology
guaranteeing the sustainable development of tourist areas, accessible to everyone, which
facilitates the visitor’s interaction with and integration into his or her surroundings, increases the
quality of the experience at the destination, and improves residents’ quality of life” (Gretzel et
al., 2015, p. 180). Thus, the core characteristic of smart destination is the integration of
technology into the existing physical infrastructures, so that technology is entrenched within the
surrounding environment making it pervasive and all-embracing.
According to Wang, Li, and Li (2013) and Zhang, Li, and Liu (2012) the widespread
application of the technology, and thus, smartness of destinations depends on the availability and
sophistication of three components, namely, Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud Services, and end18

user Internet services. The IoT term implies “a network that connects everything in anytime and
anyplace to identify locate, manage and monitor smart objects” (Buhalis & Amaranganna, 2014,
p. 554). In other words, the IoT is the paradigm representing an immediate future, where the
everyday life objects that surround people are interconnected and can communicate with other
objects and their users (Zanella, Bui, Castellani, Vangelista, & Zorzi, 2014).
The IoT connects various technological devices to the Internet and to other devices with
the purpose to establish an extensive web of people-people, people-things, and things-things
relationships. Some devices with the capability to communicate with other smart objects include
radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags, different sensors, wearable devices, headphones,
mobile phones, etc. The variety and number of these smart devices are rapidly expanding; the
Gartner firm projects that there will be 26 billion of the IoT devices by 2020 (Morgan, 2014;
Wang et al., 2013).
Another technological trend that currently reshapes how people experience the world
around is the new fifth-generation cellular networks that are known as 5G networks. The
networks have the capability to influence the operations of other technological devices (e.g.,
sensors, cars, and robots) and make them more efficient. The integration of 5G networks could
also facilitate a widespread application of such advanced technologies like AI. While this is an
emerging trend, some countries like the United States, Britain, Germany, and China are seeking
to introduce 5G networks in 2019 (Clark, 2018).
The IoT fulfills two primary functions, which are to provide information and its analysis
and to support automation and control of Smart Destinations (Chui, Löffler, & Roberts, 2010;
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Wang et al., 2013). Tourists, for example, may use cell phones to retrieve location-based
information about local attractions and events through systems capable of transmitting this
information (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2014), giving necessary control to complex smart
destination systems over the information and its content that should be delivered to end users.
The IoT may have a more specific application, such as monitoring air quality in some of the most
crowded places like parks and other recreation areas (Zanella et al., 2014).
In order to support the immense amount of information distributed and collected via IoT
platforms, it is essential for smart destinations to integrate Cloud Services that are designed to
provide convenient access to various applications, software and the data itself (Dikaiakos,
Katsaros, Mehra, Pallis, & Vakali, 2009; Wang et al., 2013). Many companies use Cloud
Services for management and storage of information about customer accounts, for keeping their
mailing lists, and for the ‘systems of engagement,’ the services that enable customers to interact
with the company’s software such as smartphone applications. The popularity of Cloud Services
is increasingly growing in the so-called ‘sharing economy,’ allowing greater opportunities for the
development, testing, and implementation of software programs (The Economist, 2015).
Another equally important technological component of smart destinations is End-User
Internet services. This component of smart destinations represents all applications and equipment
necessary to provide customers and other company’s stakeholders with access to Cloud
Computing Services and to the IoT platforms (Huang & Li, 2011; Wang et al., 2013). Therefore,
connectivity through extensive Internet coverage becomes essential to the success of smart
destinations in densely populated urban centers and less developed rural areas (Buhalis &
Amaranggana, 2014).
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Besides the three components that form the foundation of the IT pillar, destinations, and
thus, their smartness is driven by such emerging technologies as Augmented Reality (AR) and
Virtual Reality (VR). Kleef, Noltes, and Spoel (2010) define AR as “a technique that combines a
live view in real-time with virtual computer-generated images, creating a real-time ‘augmented’
experience reality” (Cranmer & Jung, 2014, p. 22). AR technologies could enrich customer
experiences, and many travel companies have recognized this potential. Emirates Airlines
partnered with AR firm Blippar to develop an AR app (Zaldivar, 2016). The app was designed
for the newly introduced amenity kits for the passengers. This app unlocks an augmented reality
game that will take passengers to explore various places across the globe (Blippar, 2017).
In contrast, VR term constitutes “the use of a computer-generated 3D environment –
called a ‘virtual environment’ (VE) – that one can navigate and possibly interact with, resulting
in real-time simulation of one or more of the user’s five senses” (Guttentag, 2010, p. 638). In
2015, Marriott Hotels launched VR Postcards, new virtual travel content platform. Hotel
customers could immerse in different travel stories and experience travel to various destinations
such as the Andes, Mountains of Chile, Rwanda, and Beijing via VR headset (Bethesda, 2015).
One by one, destinations attempts to integrate AR and VR to make their experiences more
appealing and desirable. Consequently, both technologies are integral technological components
for future smart destinations.
Another influential trend that is expected to shape the technological future of tourism
destinations is Artificial Intelligence (AI). AI is the technology that could imitate the human
performance of different tasks by learning and reaching its conclusions. Specifically, such highly
advanced technology may “understand complex content, engaging in natural dialogs with people,
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enhancing human cognitive performance (also known as cognitive computing) or replacing
people on the execution of nonroutine tasks” (Gartner, n.d., p. 1).
The Austin-based startup company Wayblazer is the pioneer of this technology in the
tourism industry, which strives to make travel planning smarter, and the travel experiences more
desirable. The AI employed by the company is able to analyze extensive information that
includes travel reviews, location description, blogs, images and videos to understand and to offer
experiences that people are looking for when planning a trip (Swanson Reed, 2017).
Accordingly, AI might be one of the dominant forces in making destinations smarter.
E-governance
Whereas technology will interconnect all stakeholders, their effective collaboration will
largely depend on the governance of smart destinations. In the context of smart cities, this
governance is known as e-governance or smart governance, which relies on ICTs to improve the
provision of public services. E-governance could involve the exchange of information and
knowledge between social actors and governmental organizations. Also, e-governance may
create opportunities for engagement and participation of these actors in collective decisionmaking concerning critical public matters (Chourabi et al., 2012).
Smart or e-governance is viewed as an essential attribute of a smart city that relies on
citizens’ engagement and public-private partnerships (Gil-Garcia et al., 2015). Accordingly, egovernance will be considered as another critical element of the smart destination framework,
since the vision of becoming a smart(er) destination could not be achieved without effective
governance of the tourism destination and its stakeholders.
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Bertot, Esrevez, and Janowski (2016) suggest that e-governance should be transparent,
participatory, anticipatory, co-created, personalized, context-aware, and context-smart. Some of
these characteristics, however, are interrelated and thus only five characteristics will be adopted
in this research project, namely, transparent, participatory, co-created, personalized, and contextsmart. Transparency implies openness and accountability of smart governance, requiring
governments to proactively provide information to citizens via various channels and in multiple
formats, regarding their operations and decisions. Proactive communication of the government
with the public creates “ongoing, interactive, and iterative transparency cycle” (Bertot et al.,
2016, p. 215). Such transparent cycle is fundamental to smart destinations that need to ensure an
open and constant flow of information between the stakeholders.
Participatory characteristic of e-governance lies in the establishment of ICT platforms for
engagement of social actors into governmental decision-making processes. Particularly,
participatory governance moves beyond simplistic one-way communication with its citizens to a
more engaged two-way interaction. That is, governments, citizens, and industry should actively
collaborate in policy and decision-making processes (Bertot et al., 2016). For smart destinations,
being participatory is necessary to solidify relationships with their customers. The desired
engagement of customers and other industry stakeholders in smart destinations may be
additionally reinforced through co-created e-governance. In the analogy with e-governance,
active collaboration or co-creation could lead to a deeper engagement of stakeholders in the
design and development of better and more intelligent tourism products and services.
Anticipatory e-governance will be assumed as a part of personalized e-governance in the
framework since both strive to achieve customization of provided public services. Anticipatory
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e-governance is based on understanding the needs of various publics depending on their
characteristics (e.g., demographics or psychographics), while personalized e-governance
involves creating customized interactions with governments using individual profiles and
preferences (Bertot et al., 2016). Customization should be ingrained in every aspect of smart
destinations making all the interactions with the stakeholders personalized, so that information
and communication are relevant to their unique needs and preferences.
The personalization should be additionally facilitated by context-smart e-governance,
similar to personalized e-governance, which integrates here another aspect - context-awareness.
Technologies behind context-awareness could sense and deliver information and services
according to the relevant user’s context, such as the work or home environment. Context-smart
e-governance applies intelligence that considers personal preferences and relies on complex
analytics, which evaluates trends, contexts and individual needs to ensure that provided
information and services are indeed the most relevant (Bertot et al., 2016). Technologies behind
smart destinations should likewise be context-smart, allowing visitors and other industry players
to receive customized information. For example, customers may be exposed to information that
has been personalized based on their current location, preferences, and prior visitation history.
Sustainability
Sustainability issues are pervasive in the tourism industry. Whereas hospitality businesses
are striving towards sustainable practices, these efforts are fragmented and are falling short of
providing long-term impacts. Many major hotel brands make corporate social responsibility
(CSR) their priority. Hotel chains set objectives to limit negative impacts on the environment and
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to bring benefits to local communities. Such individual efforts, nevertheless, could fail to achieve
the desired outcome, and this is especially evident in the luxury hotel sector, which is struggling
to convince customers to consume less when they have already spent substantial amounts on
their hotel stay (Whyte, 2017). “The problem with sustainable development, as most of the key
issues of our time, is that it requires the informed participation of all relevant stakeholders, as
well as strong political leadership to ensure wide participation and consensus building” (Whyte,
2017, p. 7). All these critical objectives could be achieved through building ‘smarter’
destinations that unite currently fragmented sustainability efforts and ensure the involvement of
all key stakeholders. Therefore, the third pillar that forms the foundation of smart destinations is
sustainability.
Sustainability is commonly referenced in definitions of both smart cities and smart
destinations (e.g., Gretzel et al., 2015). Those definitions emphasize sustainability as one of the
ultimate goals of any smart initiative. The wealth of many cities becomes increasingly dependent
on tourism and hence the quality of their natural resources, especially when these resources are
limited or scarce. The utilization of natural resources, therefore, must be sustainable to guarantee
their preservation.
However, rapid global urbanization brings water, air, and soil pollution and other harmful
effects to urban ecosystems degrading environmental and social systems. Negative
environmental impacts of tourism may appear at different levels (i.e., local, region, or global).
The two primary environmental threats are climate change and depletion of the ozone layer that
is constantly aggravated by growing industrialization and global traffic, in which the tourism
industry plays a major role (UNESCO, n.d.).
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Smarter cities, and consequently, destinations that extensively integrate technology and
innovation in their operations could make the management of scarce and non-renewable
resources more sustainable. Accordingly, environmental sustainability becomes another
prerequisite of every smart center (Abdoullaev, 2011; Caragliu, Del Bo, & Nijkamp, 2011). The
sustainability of smart destinations, however, is not limited to ecological or environmental
sustainability, but should additionally integrate economic and social sustainability. Economic
sustainability of tourism destinations requires “generating prosperity at different levels of society
and addressing the cost-effectiveness of all economic activity,” whereas social sustainability
refers to such aspects as the provision of equal opportunities for all and equal distribution of
resources within the destinations (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2012, p. 372).
Potential economic benefits of tourism are the primary motivation for promoting a region
as a tourism destination. Yet, tourism may also bring hidden costs resulting in an unequal
distribution of economic benefits (UNESCO, n.d.). Destinations may overcome adverse
economic effects through extensive integration of technologies and development of smart
tourism initiatives. The ubiquitous application of advanced technologies could translate into
improved economic activity and reduced operational costs as well as into an equal distribution of
available resources among industry stakeholders. Thereby, smart initiatives could facilitate both
economic and social sustainability.
Lastly, sustainable development may not be possible without a culture that constitutes
“an enabler and a driver of the economic, social and environmental dimensions of sustainable
development” (UNESCO, n.d., p. 1). The cultural aspect of the sustainable development involves
building respect towards the socio-cultural authenticity of local communities, preservation of
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both built and living cultural heritage along with traditional values, and advancement of
intercultural understanding and tolerance (UNWTO, 2005). As the indispensable part of any
sustainable development, culture is also essential to smart tourism initiatives that, together with
other forms of sustainability, build the foundation of smart destinations.
Livability
In addition to IT, Governance, and Sustainability, the fourth pillar of smart destinations
suggested in the framework is the livability of the destinations. This term is increasingly used at
various governance levels in relation to policy and community planning efforts and appears in
different community planning contexts such as community and transportation development
(Herrman & Lewis, n.d.). At times, the term Livability is used to reflect sustainability and
infrastructure issues especially in areas where infrastructure development is costly from
ecological, economic and social capital perspectives (Ling, Hamilton, & Thomas, 2006). While
Livability could cover various aspects of policy and community planning initiatives, in this
research project Livability will be characterized by safety, mobility, opportunity, engagement,
and clean environment of the destination.
The AARP Public Policy Institute has developed the comprehensive Livability index that
measures the extent to which a community is livable. The index integrates seven major
categories, namely, housing, neighborhood, transportation, environment, health, engagement,
and opportunity (AARP, n.d.). Although most of these categories may likewise be relevant in the
context of smart destinations, the housing, neighborhood, and health categories seem to be
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specific to local communities only, and thus, will be excluded from the following discussion of
destination Livability and the framework.
Harrell, Lynott, Guzman, and Lampkin (2014) describe a livable community that among
other things, is safe and secure. Similarly, a livable destination can be defined as a destination
that is safe and secure for residents and tourists alike. Smart technologies integrated into the
physical infrastructure of destinations could reduce crimes against locals and visitors, enhancing
the livability of the destination by making it a better place to live and to visit.
Safety alone, however, could not ensure the livability of communities and destinations. In
addition to safety, Douglass (2002) suggests viewing Livability of cities as a “clean environment
for daily living” (p. 133). Thus, the livability of tourism destinations will depend on the
environment surrounding residents and tourists and the extent to which this environment is clean.
With smart technologies in place, many destinations could enhance their waste management and
pollution control programs leading to cleaner and more sustainable future. Accordingly, the clean
environment becomes an essential aspect of smart destinations.
Another aspect that should be considered as a part of a livable tourism destination is
mobility. The definition offered by AARP suggests that “a livable community is one that has
affordable and appropriate housing, supporting community features and services, and adequate
mobility options, which together facilitate personal independence and the engagement of
residents in civic and social life” (Herman & Lewis, n.d., p.2). Mobility in this definition relates
to accessible and adequate transportation options for all residents and to the ability of people to
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move around various places freely. For tourism destinations, mobility could additionally imply
the availability of necessary and quality transportation to residents and visitors.
The other two aspects that would represent destination livability include opportunity and
engagement. AARP explains that a livable community facilitates interactions among people;
these interactions relate to numerous opportunities for residents to engage with others through
social involvement or via Internet technologies. This feeling of engagement into a large
community alleviates social isolation making the community stronger and more livable (AARP,
n.d.). Consequently, livable smart destinations should also provide ample opportunities for
residents and for visitors to connect via the advanced Internet and IT, which in turn could
facilitate a sense of stakeholders’ engagement into a larger system of smart destinations and the
success of smart tourism initiatives.
The Medium: Destination Marketing/Management Organizations (DMOs)
The sheer amount of information, devices, applications, and systems involved in
supporting smart Destinations may prevent researchers from understanding what constitutes the
concept and how to assess the level of their smartness. Consequently, this study suggests using a
medium that would reflect the smartness of destinations making this assessment more feasible. In
the destination context, this medium is represented by DMOs because these organizations are
charged with the primary responsibility to promote destinations, and therefore, they are the point
or the major hub where all industry stakeholders interconnect.
The emergence of smart tourism is driven by both travelers and the industry, and
specifically, by DMOs. DMOs constitute the so-called ‘umbrella’ organizations that incorporate
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a wide range of diverse industry players with the primary purpose to become one promotional
vehicle of the destination. The positioning of the organization as the vehicle for destination
promotion that brings the industry together necessitates DMOs to play the key roles in the
coordination, facilitation, and governance of smart tourism initiatives and smart destinations.
DMOs offer connections and interactions necessary for smart tourism that extend beyond the
tourism industry and involve governmental organizations and administrations of various levels
(i.e., provincial and local), and therefore, DMOs are “uniquely positioned to fill such roles”
(Gretzel, Zhong, & Koo, 2016, p.5).
Further, the proactive participation of DMOs in the development of smart destinations
provides these organizations with an opportunity to reclaim control over marketing/branding and
design of travel experiences. This control has temporarily shifted to customers giving them the
power to shape the destination image through social networks and content-sharing websites
(Gretzel et al., 2016). While the presence of Google, Trip Advisor, Yelp and other large online
companies is important to tourism destinations, these companies have taken power to influence
destination experiences away from DMOs and placing that power in the hands of customers
(Oates, 2016).
Currently, these destination organizations are striving to regain lost control to have a
more profound impact on structuring and shaping of travel experiences. The trend of growing
customer power could be reversed through increasing availability of open data and pervasive
integration of smart technologies such as smartphones and AR in those experiences. With recent
technological advances, destinations could create immersive mobile products and services. “Now
cities, including destination marketing organizations, national tourism boards, convention
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bureaus, can start pulling this all together” and “have a much stronger say in how they put
themselves out to the world. For branding purposes, marketing purposes, whatever” (Oates,
2016, p. 19).
As previously discussed, the leading role of these organizations in destination
management and marketing demands deeper involvement of the DMOs in smart tourism
initiatives. The unique positioning and pressing need of DMOs to regain the control over
destination image and travel experiences make these organizations the most likely candidates to
engage in and to pioneer smart technologies pursued by destinations in their organizations.
Moreover, DMOs constitute the necessary foundation for the development of smart tourism
initiatives.
The DMOs provide the common technological platform, where all industry stakeholders
could connect and interact with one another and with organizations from other industries. As an
essential part of DMOs’ operations, the platforms or DMSs and technologies integrated within
these platforms are expected to reflect technological innovativeness of these organizations as
DMOs mirror innovativeness of the destinations that they market. While some exceptions to this
may apply, they are unlikely since DMSs are the primary tool used by DMOs to fulfill their core
functions. Accordingly, this study will examine smart destinations through DMOs’ lenses,
particularly through an assessment of their technological platforms (i.e., DMSs).
DMOs Platform - Destination Marketing Systems (DMSs)
Many DMOs are managed with DMSs, and the level of system sophistication
increasingly becomes a critical factor for successful marketing and communication of these
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organizations (Buhalis, Leung, & Law, 2011). Wang (2011) defines a DMS as “a system using
computer and communication technologies, especially the Internet and the World Wide Web, to
fulfil the function of a DMO in its primary objective” (p. 184), which is to promote local tourism
businesses by offering comprehensive tourism information and an extensive variety of tourism
products to the visitors (Buhalis & Laws, 2001).
As the DMO’s technological platform, DMSs fulfill the following core functions: (1)
provision of travel information that is timely and accurate; (2) continuous and effective
communication with destination visitors; (3) smooth and reliable completion of financial
transactions; and (4) establishment and management of relationships with the industry
stakeholders. DMSs represent a virtual operational space for DMOs, and therefore, these four
functions are termed as virtual information space (VIS), virtual communication space (VCS),
virtual transaction space (VTS), and virtual relationship space (VRS) (Wang & Russo, 2007).
Technological innovations, however, are no longer limited to virtual spaces as
demonstrated by the emerging phenomenon of smart destinations, and these innovations are
increasingly integrated into the physical environment of destinations to interconnect various
industry stakeholders. Accordingly, the core DMS’, and thus, DMO’s functions will be labeled
in this study as smart information, smart communication, smart transaction, and smart
relationships to account for recent technological advancements that are currently shaping the
tourism industry.
The four Smart functions of DMSs reflect the United Nations (UN) four-stage digital
service maturity model (United Nations, 2014), where digital public services progress through
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the following stages: emergent stage, enhanced stage, transactional stage, and connected stage.
During the emergent stage, governments provide digital information to citizens about policies,
laws, regulations, etc. The enhanced stage requires the involvement of governments in a basic
one- or two-way communication, while the next transactional stage involves deeper engagement
with citizens. The last connected stage is far more advanced because now, governments attempt
to coagulate this engagement (Bertot et al., 2016), and consequently, to establish the relationship.
Accordingly, the four smart functions closely intertwine with the four stages of the UN model.
However, the functionality of DMOs will be expanded to incorporate smart brand
promotion as another function indicating its critical role for DMOs as well as for DMSs used by
these organizations. The literature available on this subject supports the conclusion that DMSs
are designed to fulfill five rather than four functions; and these functions are communication,
information, relationship management, transaction, and marketing (Wang, 2011).
Smart Destination Functions
Smart Information
Consistent with Presenza, Sheehan, & Ritchie (2005), information function is the
supporting pillar of all other internal destination development activities of DMOs. The objective
of this function is to manage two different, but essential flows of destination-related information,
namely, inflows and outflows. The inflows of information represent market intelligence about
current market demands and available supply that is necessary for addressing any imbalance
between the two through meticulous planning and development. While information inflows exist
to provide DMOs with valuable market intelligence, outflows facilitate distribution of
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information from DMOs to all other industry stakeholders and particularly to visitors (Gretzel,
Fesenmaier, Formica, & O’Leary, 2006; Presenza et al., 2005).
The information that outflows to visitors should be adaptable depending on the needs of
its seeker, and smart technologies provide unique opportunities for customization and delivery of
personalized information. Individuals possess different preferences, and their informational
needs could vary (Feng, Morrison, & Ismail, 2003). For DMOs to cater to these versatile needs,
the information provided through DMS should be smart or adaptable, taking into consideration
the variability that exists between tastes of individual travelers (Wang, 2011).
In addition to being adaptable, other factors that are likewise essential to smart
Information are quality and efficiency, which, according to Sheldon (1994), have become
important differentiating factors for destinations. Consumers are increasingly seeking various
travel information online to assist in their trip planning and decision-making process to make
better and more satisfying choices. Therefore, destinations are increasingly expected to provide
information that is easily accessible, timely, and accurate.
DMOs are now faced with the challenge of providing the most up-to-date information
about upcoming events, their schedules, hours of operations of local businesses, and rates for
other tourism products and services. However, information management alone could not
guarantee the success of Web marketing. The information provision should be facilitated by
effective communication mechanisms to establish an understanding between consumers and
local suppliers and to ensure smooth delivery of the requested services and products (Wang,
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2011). The need for more effective communication requires the integration of the latest
technologies to make communication smart(er).
Smart Communication
DMOs communication also should be smart or adaptable to serve the individual needs of
different industry stakeholders. Smart communication may assist in establishing meaningful and
mutually beneficial long-lasting relationships, and most importantly, trust between destinations
and their visitors. Thus, this function is fundamental to the development, organization, and
distribution of smart information to its target audience. Marketing approaches are changing
under the growing influence of new technological advancements, the rising need for a better and
more precise targeting and diminishing effectiveness of traditional media channels (Wang &
Russo, 2007).
Communication that is induced by the latest technological innovations could provide
substantial benefits to DMOs and make them more competitive in the ever more crowded
marketplace. One benefit that DMOs could achieve through a carefully crafted and exclusively
targeted communication is establishing a dialogue and building strong ties with their customers
through this dialogue. In addition to building a strong relationship, another benefit of such
communication is the ability to customize and to personalize information distributed via various
media channels that DMOs use to reach out to their customers. These media channels may
include but are not limited to search functions, online newsletters, and other interactive tools
(Wang, 2011).
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The personalization and customization offered by these innovative communication
approaches may foster a deeper engagement of customers and reinforce the relationship-building
process. Communication that encourages deeper engagement of customers with DMOs is also
more likely to transform into loyalty (Wang & Russo, 2007); thereby, promising the
establishment of long-term relationships with customers. The establishment of these
relationships, however, additionally depends on another important function, namely, smart
transaction.
Smart Transaction
The purpose of the smart transaction is to strengthen and confirm the trust that has been
previously built through smart communication of information to its end users. When customers
commit to a financial transaction, they also show their trust in the organizations that offer
tourism products and services (Wang, 2011). DMSs that facilitate smart transaction function,
therefore, become a one-stop shopping platform for destination visitors and are expected to be
highly secure and to be easily navigated through different stages of the transaction process
(Wang & Fesenmaier, 2006; Wang & Russo, 2007).
Visit Britain Shop is an example of such one-stop shopping platform, where customers
may receive detailed information about the pricing of various transportation options, attraction,
sightseeing passes, etc. The platform allows choosing between multiple pricing options and
customizing these options depending on the personal preferences of visitors (e.g., price
sensitivity). Once the preferences have been selected, customers could complete their purchase
using this highly secure transaction platform (Visit Britain Shop, n.d.).
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The smart transaction function is critical in making tourism products and services more
accessible through minimizing or eliminating the need for suppliers and customers to engage in
multiple interactions. In other words, tourism stakeholders are no longer required to undergo
multi-layer contacts before finalizing the transaction (Wang, 2011), which may involve at times
a complex bundle of products and/or services. Therefore, the availability of this function through
DMSs is necessary to facilitate the relationship between customers and suppliers, to make
tourism offerings more accessible, and to increase the likelihood of purchase.
However, some have questioned the need for DMOs and their DMSs to support the
transaction function. Historically, DMOs were viewed as intermediaries between consumers and
local suppliers, and therefore, were not expected to compete with tourism businesses for sales of
products and services. This issue is further magnified by the DMOs positioning strategies that
determine whether DMOs are marketing, sales, or both marketing and sales organizations
simultaneously (Wang & Russo, 2007).
Despite this controversy, DMOs that do not fulfill the smart transaction function are
placing themselves in peril of losing valued customers (Wang, 2011). The establishment of
relationships with customers may not be possible without supporting the transaction function
since its absence may force customers to look elsewhere and potentially choose other alternative
destinations due to higher convenience and accessibility of their products and services.
Consequently, the transaction function, as well as information and communication, are necessary
steps in the establishment of a successful partner-like relationship with customers.
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Smart Relationship
The smart relationship is another function of DMOs that may be reinforced through the
adopted DMSs. At this stage, DMOs and their customers establish relationships, which
encourage open communication and facilitate deeper commitment. This relationship represents a
dynamic exchange of highly customized information with different clients. That is, the
communication induced with the information technologies takes place between DMOs and
customers at various levels and is established on a one-to-one rather than on one-to-many basis
(Buhalis, 2003; Wang, 2011). Some DMOs have previously supported only a one-way
communication process, where information has been communicated to customers primarily
through an online brochure (Wang & Russo, 2007).
Smart communication, however, overcomes this limitation by allowing information to
flow in both directions from DMOs to their customers and vice versa. Further, smart
communication customizes information so that it is the most relevant to the needs of people or
organizations that require it. There are many benefits that this individual and adaptable approach
could offer to DMOs that involve an establishment of the relationship, its maintenance,
improvement, and eventually commercialization (Buhalis, 2003; Wang, 2011). Consequently, the
competitiveness of these organization and destination at large may significantly depend on the
ability to establish smart relationships with the customers.
The objective of the smart relationship function is to embed technology into business
activities and processes of DMOs so that these organizations could successfully target
behaviorally versatile market segments and focus on the individual customer needs. Travelers are
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becoming increasingly sophisticated and are seeking tourism offerings that are customized
according to their personal preferences (Lau, Lee, Lam, & Ho, 2001). Smart relationship
function, therefore, is essential since this function allows aggregating vast amounts of
information about customer preferences and individual buying behavior to effectively
personalize tourism products and services (Wang, 2011). The establishment of a solid
relationship with industry players and customers may determine the success of another
overarching function that DMOs attempt to fulfill through DMS, namely, destination brand
promotion.
Smart Brand Promotion
Smart information, smart communication, smart transaction, and smart relationship
contribute to the fifth and the primary function of DMOs, which is to market destinations and to
promote their brands. In one of the earlier research works on DMOs, Gartrell (1988) describes
the ultimate purpose of these organizations as selling destinations. DMOs are responsible for
creating an image that will position destinations in the market, so to make them appealing to both
the business and leisure market. Since DMOs represent different industry players, the challenge
for a successful implementation of the promotion function is to align all stakeholders to achieve
the desired destination image (Gartrell, 1988). That is, DMOs are charged with the responsibility
to present a destination image that is effective in marketing local attractions, restaurants, hotels,
meeting facilities, and other tourism products and services (Wang & Russo, 2007).
Consequently, the integration of smart brand promotion function into the physical and digital
environment may substantially enhance destination image and make its presence more noticeable
in the minds of customers.
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To summarize, the responsibilities of DMOs of smart destinations may be classified into
five general functions that these organizations strive to fulfill, namely, (1) smart information
function that provides necessary information about destinations, (2) smart communication
function that distributes information to target market segments, (3) smart transaction function
that serves as the platform for financial transactions, (4) smart relationship function that
establishes relationships with current and potential customers, and (5) smart brand promotion
function that markets destination brand to business and leisure markets. All these functions of
DMOs are intended to connect different industry stakeholders via one technological platform
(i.e., DMS), and therefore, represent the core of the smart destinations framework.
This study argues that DMOs’ functions reflect the operational mechanism of Smart
Destinations. In other words, the five smart functions may not be unique to DMOs only but may
also constitute functions that tourism destinations attempt to fulfill through DMOs as the key
destination promotion organization. In this case, DMOs represent the tool for the achievement of
these primary functions of smart destinations, and their functions could contribute to the
understanding of the meaning behind the concept.
Smart Destinations Stakeholders
Smart Travel Trade
Destinations are influenced by forces that originate in their microenvironment (Dwyer &
Kim, 2003). The internal forces that have the power to affect tourism destinations represent the
outcome of local tourism activities and the immediate competition. Some of these tourism
activities come from entities commonly labeled as the travel trade sector. The sector is
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comprised of various tourism suppliers that are linked to potential visitors via marketing
channels and that attempt to fulfill the functions of intermediaries or facilitators (Ritchie &
Crouch, 2011).
The intermediaries may manifest themselves in the form of tour packagers, the firms that
‘hand pick’ tourism products or experiences from a wide variety of alternatives. Other firms that
function as intermediaries in the tourism market may include retail travel agents and specialty
channelers. Retail travel agents are primarily focused on providing relevant information, the
convenience of reservation, and expertise to their customers. Whereas specialty channelers offer
a more specialized set of services in travel planning and organization, these services may include
but are not limited to incentive travel, meetings, and conventions. Lastly, facilitator firms exist to
ensure a constant flow of information, capital, knowledge, services, and people for both efficient
and effective operation of the tourism industry (Ritchie & Crouch, 2011).
One example of the organization that belongs to the travel trade sector is the Expedia
Group. It is a global travel group that operates multiple online platforms such as Expedia.com,
Orbitz.com, and Travelocity.com (Expedia Group, n.d.) each providing information on flights,
hotels, cars, cruises, activities, and other services offered by the destinations and tourism
stakeholders worldwide. These platforms are interconnected with other organizations at the
destinations, particularly, the companies that provide tourism services and products (e.g.,
airlines, hotel and car rental companies). Through the interconnection with other tourism
organizations, these platforms provide up-to-date information and services, making it an
essential component of such a complex system as a smart destination.
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Smart Tourism Superstructure
Tourism superstructure or what is otherwise known as the tourism industry constitutes
one of the core components of destination attractiveness, and integrates transportation,
accommodation, food services, and attractions sectors (Ritchie & Crouch, 2011). Uysal, Chen,
and William (2000) explains that “marketing a tourism region involves complex and
coordinating action among the central attractions (both public and private) that draw tourists to a
region, the transportation network to connect visitors to a variety of attractions, the hospitality
services to fill basic needs while away from home, and information to help tourists meet needs
and find their way in a new environment” (p. 94).
Destinations may offer diverse modes of transportation to their customers that can be
classified into five broad categories: air transportation, road transportation, rail transportation,
water transportation, and other means of transportation (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2012). The growing
accessibility of air travel is compelling, and an increasing number of local and international
airline companies are joining the market. The market expansion is creating higher demand and is
placing additional pressure on infrastructure leading to the construction or remodeling of airports
into state-of-the-art facilities that may accommodate this unprecedented demand and to cater to
technologically sophisticated customers. This trend demonstrates that transportation companies
are joining the smart efforts to become active players in the market that is increasingly driven by
highly advanced technologies.
Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), for example, is piloting state-of-the-art security
technologies. One such technology uses facial recognition to automate completely the processes
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of the passengers’ identification and boarding pass verification (Los Angeles World Airports,
2018). Similar technologies are implemented in Singapore’s Changi Airport (Modak, 2017). The
other transportation companies are also striving to introduce new technological advances into
their operations, making them more appealing to customers and critical to the success of
emerging smart destinations.
The accommodation sector is another important player in the adoption of new
technological advances in smart destinations. Destinations offer a wide range of commercial and
non-commercial facilities, such as hotels, motels, or home exchanges (Goeldner & Ritchie,
2012). Whereas these accommodation properties vary in size and offered amenities, it is essential
that they all stay interconnected with the destination through different technological channels
allowing visitors a greater choice and flexibility. Transportation and accommodation sectors are
fundamental to the success of destinations. Accordingly, the effective integration and
implementation of technological innovations may not be possible without the contribution and
proactive engagement of other tourism sectors.
Staying interconnected is equally important to different food services facilities that may
not only increase their exposure, but also enhance their appeal; thereby, contributing to the
general competitiveness of their destinations. Finally, destination competitiveness is greatly
influenced by local attractions (i.e., recreation, cultural, natural, events, and entertainment). The
availability and accessibility of the information about these attractions via various online
platforms created and/or facilitated by destinations could be a decisive factor in their choice of
the next place to visit.
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As Crouch and Ritchie (1999) explain, “supplier industries (accommodation,
transportation, food services, the arts, etc.) that are either unique or cost-efficient, confer
advantages to the tourism industry” (p. 142). However, such uniqueness and efficiency may no
longer be achieved without smart technologies that are reshaping the market and redefining
competitiveness. Thus, for destinations to become smart(er), the engagement of these industries
is imperative.
Consequently, the establishment of relationships with all the sectors of tourism
superstructure is a prerequisite of smart destinations. Buddy Dyer, the Mayor of City of Orlando,
explains that with “the support from our partners, we’re confident we can make Orlando the
‘Experimental Prototype City of the 21st century,’ a living lab and test-bed for smart and
sustainable technologies that we can showcase to the 68-plus million visitors coming to our city
every year” (Dyer, 2017, p.13).
Smart Government
Effective collaboration with governmental organizations is equally important to making
the previously discussed initiative a success. At the beginning of 2017, the U.S. Department of
Transportation selected ten cities, including Orlando that provided ground pilot cites for testing
new vehicle technologies that among others included electric, connected, and autonomous. The
City of Orlando additionally partnered with regional governments and academic institutions to
establish an innovation center for testing smart technologies for different forms of transportation
(i.e., freight, transit, automobile, bicycle, and pedestrians). The smart initiative that is developed
for the city through the combined efforts of all departments city-wide examined how digital
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technologies might enhance city operations, reduce costs, and improve its livability in the longrun (Dyer, 2017). This example of collaboration between the City of Orlando and government
organizations to implement the initiative presents governments and their support as a crucial
component of smart destinations.
Many factors contributing to the competitiveness of tourism destinations are the so-called
‘public goods,’ and consequently, the government participation and collaboration is essential to
achieving and sustaining destination competitiveness (Dwyer & Kim, 2003). In the context of
smart destinations, local governments could fulfill three objectives: 1) to establish private-public
partnerships; 2) to support data openness through information governance, and 3) to introduce
specific data privacy regulations (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2014). The important role of
government for smart destinations, however, is not limited to these objectives. Governments can
be additionally responsible for the introduction of travel regulations that may contribute to or
diminish the appeal of tourism destinations depending on the accessibility of information about
these regulations and the ability of visitors to follow them. Therefore, government organizations
regulating international and other aspects of travel could have a direct influence on destinations
striving to become smart.
According to Porter’s competitive diamond (1990), governments exert substantial
influence on national competitiveness. This influence is also significant in the tourism industry
through direct impacts such as government-initiated destination promotion campaigns and
government-run National Tourism Offices (NTOs), as well as through indirect impacts.
Governments are becoming increasingly involved in the tourism industry due to its growing
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impact and promising potential (Crouch & Ritchie, 1999), and therefore, their critical position in
the development of smart Destinations should not be underestimated.
Smart Tourism Organizations
In addition to local DMOs, there are other tourism organizations that may contribute to
the destination promotion to international and domestic markets, and thus, these organizations
should be considered as yet another important component of the smart destinations framework.
DMOs extensively collaborate with other organizations to achieve their objectives and to
implement various initiatives. Visit the USA, for example, works closely with many tourism
organizations that represent different destinations throughout the country. A quick search for
information regarding travel to California using the Visit the USA platform will connect
customers and other stakeholders directly to such organizations as Visit California, San
Francisco Tourism, San Diego Tourism, Madera County Tourism, etc.
The collaboration between different tourism organizations is especially vital to smart
initiatives. Buhalis and Amaranggana (2014) suggest that tourism organizations could function
as the smart hub for coordinating all essential information and distributing this information in
real-time to destination visitors and through the shared platforms. The organizations that
participate in this process may span various destination levels such as world and national, state or
provincial, and local or regional (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2012).
Similar to DMOs, other tourism organizations that represent destinations at various levels
have the ability to engage a wider community, visitors, and government authorities in the cocreation of tourism experiences and to enhance these experiences through the application of
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more precise targeting approaches and provision of highly personalized products and services.
As the components of a complex smart destination system, tourism organizations will become a
platform for digitization of traditional business processes, making them more efficient. All these
efforts will contribute to higher organizational agility, shorten the time necessary for making
vital business decisions, and ensure that customers will receive the most relevant information
whenever and wherever it is needed (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2014).
Smart Financial Institutions
Financial institutions may be overlooked as the critical player of smart destinations
because the influence of these organizations is more implicit compared to other stakeholders.
Crouch & Ritchie (1999), however, argue that the salient elements of tourism destinations
“define the immediate arena of competition,” and to compete, destinations should understand
how to adapt to this environment (p. 146). Therefore, organizations that provide different
financial services constitute an important mechanism that supports tourism business processes
and makes travel possible for many visitors throughout the world. Financial institutions that
provide their support to different destinations stakeholders and tourism destinations at large may
include such organizations as financial services, credit card companies, and banks. Visit Britain
has developed an online platform (i.e., Visit Britain Shop) for smooth and secure transactions
thanks to the collaboration with different companies that provide financial services, namely,
VISA, MasterCard, and American Express.
Crouch and Ritchie (1999) refer to these organizations within destinations systems as
organizations that offer facilitating resources and services. The resources and services offered by
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financial institutions maintain all tourism processes and make their successful completion
possible. Accordingly, organizations that provide various financial services to local businesses,
tourism organizations, customers, and other stakeholders are likewise important to smart
destinations and must be considered as other, even though a more salient, component of the
complex smart destination framework.
Mastercard (2017) is committed to making cities more “efficient and welcoming… by
embedding digital payments into a city’s DNA” (p. 2). The digital payment systems are expected
to alleviate the need to purchase a ticket or a transit card for travel and the inconvenience
associated with it (e.g., time and effort). Instead, people will use smart payment systems and
complete purchases with a tap of a card or a smart phone. The integration of these systems will
also provide operation efficiency to city government, making all payments digital (Mastercard,
2017). Visa, another financial company, is partnering with device manufacturers to integrate
their payment systems within wearable devices like smart watches. The company’s initiatives
extend beyond wearable devices and involve such projects as the development of payment
platforms for cars to make the completion of transactions more convenient (Visa, n.d.). These
examples demonstrate the key role of financial institutions in the transition of destinations from
traditional to smart.
Smart Media
Like financial institutions, media represent an element of the competitive (micro)
environment that destinations must adapt to in order to compete in the intensively expanding
marketplace (Crouch & Ritchie, 1999). While destinations still rely on some of the more
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traditional media channels such as visitor brochures, industry publications, and newspapers, most
if not all the channels now have an online presence thanks to the increasing availability of the
Internet and accessibility to various technological devices that may be connected to the network.
Undoubtfully, the Internet is becoming the primary source of information for travelers.
This trend is additionally influenced by the increasing role of social media websites such as
social networks, blogs, virtual communities, video- and photo-sharing websites (e.g., YouTube
and Flickr) that are gaining in popularity (Xiang & Gretzel, 2010). This increasing popularity is
not surprising considering that these websites are user- or consumer-generated media and that
consumers are now more proactive in the creation or co-creation of their experiences. That is,
more and more people would like to create and share information with others and become active
players in the tourism industry. As smart cities, smart destinations are able to facilitate visitors’
engagement in the destination decision-making process, enhance the transparency of this
process, and make their governance more visitor-driven through active and ongoing
communication via social media channels.
Technologically Smart Tourists
DMOs acknowledge the growing need for mediated as opposed to direct interactions with
their customers. This new interaction approach allows visitors to become co-creators of their
experiences through some online medium rather than to passively consume the information
provided by DMOs (Gretzel et al., 2006). Thus, traditional interaction methods employed by
these organizations are becoming obsolete as more and more customers engage in a co-creation
process. The competitiveness of DMOs, therefore, depends on their ability to interconnect
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industry stakeholders and to effectively facilitate this dynamic co-creation process (Buhalis &
Amaranggana, 2015; Neuhofer, Buhalis, & Ladkin, 2012).
According to Neuhofer, Buhalis, and Ladkin (2014), experiences sought by visitors are
currently changing under the growing importance of customers’ involvement, co-creation, and
influence of new technological advances. In the tourism context, co-creation implies that
destination visitors are now actively participating in the formation of their experiences and
should no longer be perceived as passive agents. People are more empowered than ever before to
take an active part in shaping their individual experiences thanks to the emergence of the Internet
and other technologies (Neuhofer et al., 2014; Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004).
Research Gaps in the Current Knowledge
The overview of the literature has pointed to several critical research gaps in current
knowledge. To begin with, there is still no agreed upon definition of smart destinations, although
some similarities could be traced (e.g., the offering of personalized experiences and
sustainability). Therefore, it remains unclear what destination should be considered smart and
how the destinations could become smart? Particularly, will the integration of advanced
technologies alone qualify these destinations smart? And if this condition is not sufficient, as in
the case of smart cities (Caragliu, Del Bo, & Nijkamp, 2011), then what dimensions are
fundamental to every smart destination? The literature overview could not identify any research
studies that explore specifically the underlying dimensions and indicators of smart destinations.
Moreover, some dimensions that could be fundamental to smart destinations have not
been included in any of the reviewed conceptualizations. E-governance dimension is missing,
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although strong leadership is essential to making destination smarter and more competitive.
Livability comprised of such measures as safety and security is also missing from definitions,
whereas the safety and security of residents and tourists should be of prime importance to any
destination striving to become competitive. Similar to the smart cities literature, disjointed efforts
to arrive at a definition of smart destinations that are not backed by specific examples may fail to
move theoretical knowledge of this emerging concept forward (Kitchin, 2015).
The extant research literature additionally lacks a comprehensive overview of key
stakeholders in smart tourism. Although some studies have attempted to bridge this research gap
(e.g., Buhalis and Amaranggana, 2014), their perspective could be further elaborated.
Specifically, there is a need to develop a more holistic perspective on such a broad and complex
concept as smart destinations and to construct its comprehensive model.
Lastly, no study of smart destinations has adopted a DMO’s perspective. These
organizations could be central players in the coordination, facilitation, and governance of smart
tourism initiatives due to their unique positioning and extensive connections with various
industry sectors (Gretzel et al., 2016). Currently, these organizations are struggling to regain
control over design and marketing of travel experiences, which has shifted to customers due to
the proliferation of online social networks and other content-sharing websites (Oates, 2016).
Accordingly, it is imperative to understand the role of these organizations and their contribution
to smart destination initiatives.
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The Smart Destination Framework
The smart destinations framework suggests that every destination aspiring to become
smart should be built on the four pillars, namely, IT, e-governance, sustainability, and livability.
The technology pillar integrates all ICTs necessary for the effective operation of a destination.
The technologies that lie in the foundation of smart destinations constitute VR and AR and most
importantly AI. VR and AR will be represented as Immersive Technology in the framework,
while AI and machine learning will form the Intelligent Technology category. The functionality
of these technologies is ensured primarily through the IoT, Cloud Computing, and end-user
Internet services (Wang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012). The IoT, along with end-user Internet
services, will constitute Accessible Technology, and Cloud Computing – Connected Technology.
The effective operation of smart destinations, however, will also depend on the successful
governance of these destinations, making it another pillar of the framework. The success of egovernance or smart governance, in turn, will be determined by the extent to which this
governance is transparent, personalized, participatory, context-smart and co-created (Bertot et
al., 2016). Moreover, smart destinations should apply the advanced technologies to achieve
environmental, social, economic, and cultural sustainability making sustainability the third pillar
of the framework. In addition to sustainability, technologies integrated into physical
infrastructures of destinations should facilitate livability of the destinations making these
destinations a safer, cleaner and a more mobile place that provides ample opportunities for
residents and tourists to engage with others (Castro, 2017).
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These four pillars contribute to the foundation of the smart destinations framework,
which is represented by the DMSs or ICT platforms that are connected via IoT devices and
supporting Internet and Cloud Computing services. DMSs constitute the technological
foundation of smart destinations that exist to make the use of tourism products and services
highly coordinated and efficient (Buhalis & Jun, 2011). DMSs are integral to smart destinations
because they interconnect all industry players providing them with the most relevant information
and facilitating more informed decision-making. Consequently, the ultimate purpose of these
systems is to enhance stakeholder management.
While the four pillars and DMSs are essential to a destination that is striving to become
technologically sophisticated or smart, they constitute the ‘backstage’ of the framework because
of their supporting nature. That is, these components exist to support DMOs and their primary
functions, namely, smart information, smart communication, smart transaction, smart
relationship, and smart brand promotion (Wang & Fesenmaier, 2006; Wang & Russo, 2007). As
the medium that reflects the smartness level of tourism destinations, DMOs and the five smart
functions are placed in the center of the framework.
Lastly, the framework of smart destinations additionally integrates various industry
stakeholders, whose participation and collaboration are essential for the effective fulfillment of
the smart functions. Among these stakeholders are various sectors of the tourism industry (i.e.,
travel trade, transportation, attractions, accommodations, and food service); tourist organizations
that represent different destination levels (i.e., world and national, state and provincial, and local
and regional), government, media, financial institutions, and finally tourists.
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The supporting industries (e.g., transportation and accommodation), and particularly,
their competitive advantages could substantially enhance the overall competitiveness of tourism
destinations (Crouch & Ritchie, 1999). Accordingly, the success of smart tourism initiatives may
likewise depend on the support and participation of other related industries in the creation of
smart(er) destinations. Without the engagement of these industries, destinations may fail in their
pursuit of becoming smart because supporting industries form an essential foundation for smart
tourism. Consequently, the understanding of what constitutes smart destinations may not be
possible without understanding of those key players and their contribution.
As governments become more involved in the tourism industry, their influence over
smart initiatives grows as well. Crouch and Ritchie (1999) point out that governments may
impede or facilitate travel, and this implies that their inclusion in the smart destinations
framework as one of the most influential players is imperative. Finally, as both the media and
tourists are increasingly gaining control over shaping the destination image and destination
competitiveness, their engagement in the smart initiatives becomes critically important.
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Figure 1: The Framework of Smart Destinations
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Philosophy
A complex research subject such as smart destinations might not be adequately addressed
by quantitative or qualitative methodology alone, and thus required a more comprehensive
approach involving mixed methods (Creswell, 2009). That is, this research study adopted a
pragmatic approach that overcame the dichotomy created and fostered by the two dominant
paradigms behind quantitative and qualitative methodologies, namely, positivism and
constructivism. These two dominant paradigms are grounded in the assumptions that are
perceived as conflicting or incommensurable (Morgan, 2007).
Positivism adopts a realist ontology, a belief that reality exists independent of our
perceptions and is driven by natural laws and mechanisms (Guba, 1990; Maxwell, 2013). Thus,
research adhering to assumptions of the positivistic paradigm strives to uncover the ‘true’ nature
of reality (Pernecky, 2009). Constructivism, however, assumes a relativist stance, according to
which reality is inevitably our construction of the world (Riley & Love, 2000), and therefore,
objective perception of reality is virtually unattainable so as the pursuit for the absolute truth
(Maxwell, 2013; Sorokina & Wang, 2018).
The epistemological approaches engrained in the paradigms are likewise critically
different. Positivist epistemology is objectivism, viewing researchers as unbiased observers,
while constructivist epistemology is subjectivism, assuming interactions between researchers and
their subjects to be an indispensable part of the knowledge creation (Pernecky, 2009). Despite
the controversies of the major paradigms, researchers increasingly argue that combination of
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various perspectives will expand the boundaries of our current knowledge about the world
phenomena instead of merely confirming what has been previously known (Greene, 2007;
Maxwell, 2013).
Qualitative approaches of constructivism may facilitate further advancement of the
research in previously unexplored areas, whereas quantitative approaches of positivism may be
used to conduct preliminary tests. Qualitative data may uncover unexpected relationships, and
consequently, quantitative data may confirm conclusions that have been reached earlier
(Edmondson & McManus, 2007). Such endeavor, however, may not be accomplished under the
assumptions of either paradigm (i.e., positivism or constructivism) due to their presumed
incommensurability (Kuhn, 1996). Consequently, there is a pressing need for an alternative
approach to research inquiry that would allow examination of complex research problems.
Considering the restrictive assumptions of dominant paradigms, this study advocates for a
pragmatic approach that has originated in the works of Peirce, James, Mead, and Dewey
(Cherryholmes, 1992). This approach focuses on the research problem rather than on specific
philosophical assumptions and applies pluralistic approaches to construct knowledge about the
problem (Creswell, 2009). Contrary to positivism and constructivism paradigms that rely on
deduction or induction, the pragmatic approach embraces the methodological duality through
abductive reasoning that flows freely between induction and deduction (Morgan, 2007).
Moreover, a pragmatic approach does not assume that there is only one single truth,
neither does it suggest that our perceptions of the world are purely subjective, and therefore,
pragmatism does not follow any one system of beliefs and perceptions of reality (Creswell,
2009). That is, “pragmatists take seriously the assumption that we are historically and socially
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situated, that when we read the world, we can never be quite sure if we are reading the ‘world’ or
reading ourselves” (Cherryholmes, 1992, p. 14).
The liberating assumptions of pragmatism offer researchers the freedom to choose
whichever methods, techniques, and procedures they need to achieve the research purpose. The
methodological flexibility of pragmatism was reflected in the mixed methods design of this
study, which relied on both quantitative and qualitative approaches to address the research
problem(s). Mixed methods research integrates various approaches for collecting and analyzing
both qualitative and quantitative data (Creswell, 2009), without which the understanding of the
research subject would be incomplete at best.
Miller and Crabtree (1994) suggested four possible designs for mixed methods research:
concurrent, nested, sequential, and combination. Concurrent research design applies quantitative
and qualitative approaches simultaneously to address the same research question. The nested
design utilizes quantitative and qualitative procedures to counterbalance one another and to guide
research towards the sought objective. In the sequential design, a qualitative study precedes a
quantitative investigation, and qualitative approach consequently informs quantitative
measurements and hypotheses. Lastly, the combination design uses qualitative procedures to
contextualize and examine further situation-specific cases (Riley & Love, 2000).
Among possible designs of the mixed methods research, the study adopted a sequential
research design. The design was congruent with a pragmatic approach to research inquiry
because it did not require researchers to choose between the two extremes of positivism and
constructivism (Morgan, 2007), but instead offered them a broader perspective than either of
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these approaches alone. In accordance with the sequential design, the research study first applied
qualitative approaches to develop a complete understanding of smart destinations and their
theoretical conceptualization. The theoretical model was then integrated into a quantitative
design to create a smartness index.
Research Process
The methodology comprised of three stages, each involving a different research method
to explore the phenomenon of smart destinations. The study utilized both qualitative and
quantitative methods varying the method from one stage of research to another to achieve the
two primary objectives, namely, to propose a framework of smart destinations, and to develop a
smartness index based on the suggested framework. The complexity of the research approach
was justified by the lack of any substantial theoretical developments in the field related to smart
tourism (Gretzel et al., 2015), and consequently to smart destinations.
The study argued that the technological sophistication of DMOs and their DMSs were
reflective of the technological innovativeness of destinations that these organizations
represented. Accordingly, to explore the core components of smart destinations, the first stage of
the research methodology examined websites of several DMOs, which were likely to represent
emerging smart destinations. That is, the research focused on the specific cases of DMOs to
obtain in-depth information about each of them. The collected information was expected to
contribute to a complete understanding of the smart destinations concept.
The second stage of the research methodology involved interviews with DMO and City
Council representatives primarily. DMOs, as well as City Councils, were the key organizations
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in the development of smart tourism initiatives, and thus their input was essential to complement
the information obtained from the DMOs’ websites and to growth the theoretical framework of
smart destinations into a more comprehensive model. Also, university professors, along with
other industry practitioners, were invited to contribute to the study. Lastly, the final stage of the
research methodology attempted to develop and to apply a smartness index using this model to
offer important theoretical and practical implications to the field.
Stage One: Assessment of the DMOs’ Websites
The first stage of the research methodology focused on several examples of
technologically advanced DMOs with the main purpose to complement and to grow the
framework of smart destinations that had emerged from the literature review. The analysis of
DMOs’ websites could offer valuable insights into the essential components and linkages of the
framework. That is, the analysis could provide information about the roles of DMOs in the
management of smart destinations, the key stakeholders, and the relationships interconnecting
them.
The direct assessment of the highly complex nature of smart destinations, which
integrates a massive number of technological devices, systems, applications, and interconnects a
multitude of the industry stakeholders, may be simply unattainable. However, the technological
sophistication of DMOs, and particularly their DMSs, could reflect the smartness of destinations
these organizations represent, and therefore, offer a more viable alternative for this study to
explore the subject of smart destinations. Moreover, DMOs possess connections and interactions
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necessary for implementing smart tourism initiatives that interconnect different organizations
and industries (Gretzel et al., 2016).
The DMOs’ websites are influenced by integrated technology and the extent to which
these organizations can fulfill their core functions in the digital environment (Li & Wang, 2010).
Accordingly, the first stage of the research methodology examined websites of the selected
DMOs to identify functions and components that are essential to every smart destination. This
was the main point of departure from previous research that had explored the performance of
DMOs’ websites.
While the study examined DMOs websites to develop a more comprehensive framework
of smart destinations, it did not attempt to assess the effectiveness of these websites and their
features. DMOs representing emerging smart destinations were likely to demonstrate high
technological sophistication through their websites and available features, and thus, the
assessment of their effectiveness became irrelevant in the context of this particular study. As a
result, such an assessment could not aid the achievement of the research objectives in any
substantial way and would likely present limited contribution to the research knowledge about
the concept that the tourism field is yet to understand.
The websites of DMOs were content analyzed using MAXQDA, a leading software for
qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods analysis (MAXQDA, n.d.). The first step involved
the collection of textual, visual, audio, and other information available via DMOs websites. The
content of the websites was examined using the preliminary theoretical framework that had
emerged from the extensive literature review. The components of this theoretical framework
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constituted the initial codes necessary to collect information from the websites. For example, the
preliminary framework pointed to several core functions of DMOs, and brand promotion was
one of these functions. Accordingly, whenever a DMO attempted to promote its brand via visual,
textual, or audio means, these elements were assigned the brand promotion code. As the data
collection and analysis progress, however, the codes underwent some modifications such as the
inclusion of new and exclusion of previously developed codes.
To ensure a consistent application of the developed code system, each code was
accompanied by a detailed description and relevant examples when necessary. The study
involved two coders in the data analysis process to assess the clarity of the developed code
system and its consistency. Considering the framework complexity, the amount of the
information available on the DMOs websites, and time constraints imposed by the multi-stage
methodology of this research, the intercoder agreement was examined based on a sample of data.
That is, the first coder completed the analysis of all collected information, while the second
coder analyzed a randomly selected sample of that data (i.e., around 30%) (Torres & Klein,
2013).
The results of the data analyses were consequently used to assess the level of intercoder
agreement and to determine whether any modifications in the code systems were necessary. This
procedure was commonly known as consensual coding when two coders engaged in the
discussion of any conflicting or otherwise questionable codes (Kuckartz, 2014). Lastly,
triangulation was used as another approach to ensure the quality of this research work. That is,
the study involved multiple researchers and focused on distinct case studies to draw conclusions
(Creswell, 2009).
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Case Study Approach
As the first stage of the methodology, the study adopted a case study approach to
examine several destinations that were more likely to constitute the emerging smart destinations.
The deliberate selection of the cases was necessary to instill the confidence that these cases were
indeed the most representative and that they could serve as the source of abundant information
about the research problem (Gliner, Morgan, & Leech, 2009; Maxwell, 2013). Since cases were
chosen purposefully so they can best contribute to the understanding of the central phenomenon
(i.e., smart destinations), the study relied on purposeful sampling as a selection strategy. That is,
the case selection was focused on information-rich cases only, the examination of which could
address the research questions (Patton, 2015).
One important requirement of the case study approach was to identify the criteria for the
inclusion of the cases in the research investigation (Creswell, 2009). This study relied on group
characteristics to select homogenous cases, cases that possessed similar characteristics to identify
destinations representing the emerging smart destinations (Patton, 2015). There were two
common criteria that this study utilized for this purpose. First, the chosen destinations needed to
demonstrate technological innovativeness by integrating some of the latest technologies. Still,
the integration of the advanced technologies might not have been sufficient for identifying the
cases representative of the emerging smart destinations (Caragliu et al., 2011) requiring the
application of another criterion to the case selection.
In his work on national competitiveness, Porter (1990) argues that “… companies achieve
competitive advantage through acts of innovativeness” (p. 75). This study likewise suggested
that destinations could become more competitive through technological innovativeness.
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Consequently, a strong competitive position could make those destinations most successful
among others in their class. Consistent with this argument, the selection of cases needed to
additionally focus on competitive destinations. This study relied on the tourist earnings and/or
tourist visitations in its selection of the cases as the two indicators that were commonly used for
comparison of the destinations’ performance (e.g., UNWTO Tourism Highlights (2017)).
Accordingly, the competitiveness of destinations reflected in the tourism demand was the second
case selection criterion.
The selection criteria could substantially limit the number of potential cases for this
research investigation. Despite that, there could be quite a few qualifying cases that represent
competitive destinations all around the world. The study, therefore, will focus on the examples of
several tourism destinations only since another important aspect of the case study approach is to
collect extensive details about the chosen cases (Creswell, 2009). While the decision to examine
several destinations will inevitably exclude some qualifying cases from the analysis, the
objective of this study is to collect in-depth information about each of the cases rather than to
achieve their exhaustive selection.
The DMOs that were examined included Visit Britain, Brand USA, Visit Manchester,
and Discover Hong Kong. These DMOs strive to integrate some of the latest technologies in
destinations management and marketing. Specifically, Visit Britain was successful in integrating
social media channels and mobile applications for creating highly intense technological and cocreation experiences for destination visitors (Neuhofer et al., 2014). Discover Hong Kong DMO
was one of the first in the world to introduce a travel application with augmented reality
technology (Neuhofer et al., 2012). Visit the USA also recently demonstrated its innovative
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orientation by integrating a VR tool into a new marketing campaign (Rice, 2016). Lastly, Visit
Manchester represented the destination that not only integrated some of the advanced
technologies (e.g., smart ticketing) but strived towards a broader goal to make Manchester a
smarter city (Manchester City Council, n.d.).
Besides the integration of the progressive technologies in the management and marking
of the destinations, selected DMOs represented some of the most competitive destinations in
their class. Visit the USA, Visit Britain, and Discover Hong Kong were among the top
destinations according to international tourist arrivals and/or international tourism receipts
(UNWTO, 2017). Like other popular destinations, Manchester was one of the most visited cities
in the United Kingdom that according to the recent inbound tourism statistics was the third after
London and Edinburgh (Visit Britain, 2017).
Visit Britain
Visit Britain is a public body that is funded by the Department of Culture, Media, and
Sport (DCMS). The DMO is the national tourism agency, which markets Britain worldwide and
builds its tourism product; thereby, stimulating tourism exports and developing the visitor
economy of both England and Britain (Visit Britain, n.d.). Visit Britain collaborates with UK
Trade & Investment, airline companies, different travel operators, international brands, and the
official tourism bodies that represent London, England, Scotland, and Wales (Gov.UK, n.d.). The
DMO appeals to its international audience in Europe, the Americas, Asia, China, and North East
Asia regions through a combination of marketing strategies that integrate customer insight,
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knowledge of any barriers to inbound tourism and solutions that may overcome the barriers
(Visit Britain, n.d.).
Visit Britain prioritizes a digital approach to destination marketing that is primarily
focused on the content creation, coordination, and distribution to domestic and international
markets. This marketing approach is widely supported by international travel trade and
intermediaries that work together with the DMO to ensure that visitors may easily book travel to
England and Britain’s destinations. Visit Britain has additionally integrated this digital approach
in #OMGB – Great Britain – Home of Amazing Moments campaign to reach out to the
international markets. In partnership with Expedia, the DMO has launched a digital marketing
campaign in France, Germany, and the US to promote Britain through online, social, and blogger
activity (Visit Britain, n.d.).
Alongside technological innovations, Visit Britain pursues sustainable tourism practices.
The DMO developed a strategy for promoting sustainable businesses and making destination
visitors more environmentally responsible. Visit Britain has introduced the Green Start project
for businesses that are interested in integrating ‘green’ practices in their operations and becoming
more sustainable. These businesses need to demonstrate improved performance in multiple key
areas, such as energy management, water management, and waste management (Simpson, 2008).
While the Green Start initiative is primarily focused on making businesses and destinations more
sustainable, the project may also facilitate social, economic, and cultural sustainability through
active engagement and participation of local businesses and communities.
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Visit Britain additionally demonstrates effective e-governance that is transparent,
personalized, participatory, context-smart, and co-created. The DMO offers a constant flow of
information about the destination via various channels and to different audiences. Visit Britain’s
website provides extensive information about accommodation, transportation, restaurants,
attractions, and other important aspects of travel.
The e-governance of Visit Britain is also participatory. That is, the DMO is engaged in
two-way communication with industry stakeholders. Communication, as well as information, are
personalized to the needs of information seekers, making it relevant to the individual needs of
visitors, businesses, and other stakeholders. Besides personalization, the services offered by the
DMO are context-smart, the services are delivered according to personal preferences and are tied
to specific contexts. Co-creation is likewise integrated into the Visit Britain online platform. The
website is linked to social media channels and provides ample opportunities for travelers to share
their experiences with other people via the platform.
Finally, Visit Britain has integrated the livability principle in its operations, and such
aspects of livability as safety, clean environment, mobility, opportunity, and engagement are
reflected in the online platform. Specifically, Visit Britain provides information about police
protection, emergencies, pharmacies, and lost or stolen property. The mobility of residents and
locals is ensured through the many transportation options available at the destination (i.e., buses,
trains, taxis, subway, walking, etc.).
The efforts of Visit Britain to make the environment and the destination cleaner are also
present in the online platform. The website demonstrates several examples of sustainable
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practices that appeal to businesses and destination visitors. The platform provides information
necessary to engage different industry stakeholders in sustainability projects. Further, Visit
Britain offers numerous opportunities for the various public to engage with others via the online
platform, where people and businesses can connect and exchange information and become more
involved in the development of a better destination.
Visit the USA
Visit the USA is operated by the Brand USA, the mission of which is to enhance
international visitation, tourist spending, and market share of the destination to foster the local
economy and to promote the image of the USA worldwide. The organization is a public-private
partnership established in May of 2011 for promoting the USA and establishing the country as a
prime destination, and for communicating U.S. entry policies. The DMO has partnered with
more than 700 organizations to market its destinations and diverse travel experiences. The recent
initiatives of Visit the USA have brought more than three million international visitors to the
country helped to generate over 21 billion in business sales and created around 50,000 new jobs
a year (Brand USA, n.d.).
The DMO is testing new technologies to promote local destinations by partnering with
such well-known travel agencies as Thomas Cook. According to Destination Marketing
Association International (DMAI), Thomas Cook in collaboration with the DMO launched a VR
marketing campaign, offering customers a virtual helicopter tour over Manhattan in some of its
European retail stores (Rice, 2016). Visit the USA pursues sustainable tourism and is currently
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working with the UN Foundation to make cities and therefore destinations more “inclusive, safe,
resilient, and self-supporting” (Brand USA, n.d., p. 3).
In collaboration with the United Nations (UN), the organization additionally facilitates the
achievement of the UN sustainable development goals oriented towards environmental
protection, preservation, and livability of the cities. Visit the USA strives to make cities and
destinations more livable through such UN goals as poverty reduction, alleviation of societal
inequalities, provision of quality education, and improvement of health and well-being.
Sustainability, in turn, is represented in the following goals: sustainable management of water
and sanitation, sustainable energy, sustainable and inclusive economic growth along with ample
employment opportunities for all, sustainable industrialization (United Nations, n.d.), and other
goals that focus on various aspects of environmental impact.
Some important aspects of effective e-governance are also implemented by the
organization. Visit the USA is proactive in providing necessary information to consumers and
businesses, and thus, the DMO strives to achieve transparency. The organization welcomes
consumers’ participation and their feedback via online social platforms and other online tools
that allow for two-way communication. This engagement with online social platforms and other
content-sharing websites also facilitates co-creation of travel experiences.
Furthermore, the travel experiences offered via visittheusa.com are highly customizable
and could be personalized depending on consumers’ preferences and desires. For example, once
consumers choose a destination that they would like to visit, the website will provide information
and relevant links about major attractions in this destination. Consequently, the choice of an
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attraction to see will be accompanied by recommendations of similar attractions, places to see
and dine in, etc. The technologies behind this high customization are context-smart.
Discover Hong Kong
Discover Hong Kong, also known as the Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB), is the
tourism organization funded by the government. HKTB was established on April 1, 2001, to
represent the interests of Hong Kong’s tourism industry. Discover Hong Kong has partnered with
governmental organizations and departments, operating sectors of the tourism industry, and other
stakeholders directly or indirectly involved in the industry to achieve its key objectives. The
organization assists in increasing contribution to the local tourism industry, promotion of Hong
Kong as a prime tourism destination in Asia, improvement of visitor facilities, supporting
government in tourism promotion to local communities, provision of support to tourism
businesses, and making recommendations on the measures necessary to advance any of its key
objectives (Discover Hong Kong, n.d.).
Discover Hong Kong promotes the destination brand to travel trade sector, various media,
and visitors worldwide using different channels and comprehensive marketing campaigns
(Discover Hong Kong, n.d.). The destination strives for innovation, becoming the first in the
world to introduce a mobile application with AR technology to visitors (Neuhofer et al., 2012).
In 2011, HKTB and Cathay Pacific launched the Discover Hong Kong AR application featuring
more than 100 local attractions, 5,000 retail stores, and 2,000 dining places. HKTB was
additionally collaborating with PCCW, local information and communications technology
company, to provide Wi-Fi access to over 8,000 hotspots for travelers so that the application can
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be easily downloaded onto smartphones free of charge. The application provides location-based
information to visitors and assists in maximizing the promotional efforts of the organization and
other industry stakeholders (Eye for Travel, 2011).
Along with advanced technologies, HKTB has recognized the importance of sustainable
practices and consequently made the sustainable development of tourism as one of its priorities
(Hong Kong Tourism Board, 2014). The project Discover Hong Kong Nature was one of the
initial attempts of HKTB to make the destination more sustainable. Currently, there are several
sustainable initiatives that have been developed or facilitated by Discover Hong Kong.
Besides sustainability, HKBT is concerned with making the destination more livable for
visitors and local communities. Health and safety, along with other aspects of livability, are
integral to the HKBT online platform (i.e., Discover Hong Kong). The website of Discover Hong
Kong offers detailed information to visitors regarding health facilities and services, and security
measures in place to protect travelers (Discover Hong Kong, n.d.). Visitors could also access
interactive information about transportation at the destination. Opportunities to engage travelers
and businesses are also integrated into the online platform of HKTB.
Discover Hong Kong’s approach to the management of its online platform also reflects
effective e-governance of the destination. Discover Hong Kong provides ample and transparent
information about the destination; for example, the safety section recommends visitors to be
cautious while visiting the destination despite the offered security services. Participation of
travelers and co-creation of travel experiences is ensured through international (i.e., Facebook
and Twitter) and local social networks (i.e., Sina Weibo) presence on the Discover Hong Kong
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website and many other online services and applications that together comprise 196 different
ways to connect to the platform. The ‘My Hong Kong Guide’ application developed by the DMO
additionally offers highly personalized travel experiences. Travelers could customize and create
their itineraries. The application additionally provides location-based promotions and deals that
are examples of context-smart services.
Visit Manchester
Visit Manchester is the tourism board of Greater Manchester. In addition to Manchester,
this tourism body represents other boroughs, namely, Bolton, Oldham, Bury, Stockport,
Rochdale, Trafford, Tameside, Wigan, and the city of Salford (Encyclopædia Britannica, 2013).
The DMO provides strategic leadership, direction and necessary advice on the local tourism
economy and delivers services attracting and benefiting travelers, while also supporting the
variety of tourism businesses throughout the Greater Manchester area. Visit Manchester
constitutes a membership organization comprised of more than 400 members, including hotels,
restaurants, tourist attractions, bars, and other organizations providing support services to the
local tourism industry. The membership of Visit Manchester offers participating organizations
different marketing benefits and targeted marketing opportunities (Marketing Manchester, n.d.).
Currently, the city implements the Manchester Smarter City program, which is designed
to optimize various city systems to improve the quality of residents’ life through such
technologies as sensors, LED lighting, smart ticketing, solar panels, electric vehicles, and other
low carbon technologies. The program will facilitate the real-time management of the city
through collection and analysis of Big Data, distribution of real-time information to residents,
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and better usage of information by those in charge of policy making (Manchester City Council,
n.d.). This and other smart initiatives make Manchester “the UK’s second largest creative, digital
and tech hub” that offers global connectivity, collaborative centers, the ground for different
meeting and networking events, and extensive talent pool” (Marketing Manchester, n.d., p. 5).
Aside from the technological innovations that are widespread in Manchester, the city
pursues initiatives that would make the city and nearby areas more sustainable and livable
through the engagement of various governmental organizations and hospitality businesses.
Plastic Free Greater Manchester campaign aims at making the county the first in the UK to
eliminate single-use plastics. This campaign has been developed thanks to the collaborative
efforts of high-profile tourism and hospitality businesses (Marketing Manchester, 2018). The
combined efforts behind this and other initiatives suggest that the destination aspires to become
environmentally, socially, and economically more sustainable.
Some of the sustainability initiatives could also serve another purpose, which is to
improve the livability of the area. Mostly, the initiatives promote sustainable transportation
alternatives by making them more accessible throughout Greater Manchester. The planned
outcomes of these initiatives include an emission-free bus fleet, transformed cycling and walking
in the area, doubled number of charging points for electric vehicles, and construction of new
homes that are net zero carbon (Greater Manchester Combined Authority, 2018). In addition to
providing sustainable transportation options, the initiatives may enhance the living environment
for local communities by making this environment cleaner.
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Like other DMOs selected for this research study, Visit Manchester integrates some of
the core principles of e-governance. The website of this organization provides extensive and
transparent information about the destination (e.g., attractions, accommodation, transportation,
etc.), and offers ample opportunities for the visitors to receive the needed and relevant
information via e-newsletters, popular social networks and other more personalized channels
such as an individual account. This approach to destination management and marketing is
reflective of transparent, personalized, and co-created e-governance.
Another principle, the participatory e-governance, is ensured through the provision of
various resources to the public so that they are more engaged and informed about the destination
management and marketing projects (e.g., Marketing Manchester Review 16/17 and Greater
Manchester Internationalization Strategy). Finally, the information available via Visit
Manchester could be customized depending on the seeker’s preferences and needs through the
DMO’s mobile and online applications such as the itinerary planner (Visit Manchester, n.d.);
thereby, fulfilling the context-smart principle of e-governance.
Stage Two: Interviews with the Industry Stakeholders
The purpose of this stage of the research methodology was to probe for in-depth
information about smart destinations (e.g., core pillars) and to arrive at a more comprehensive
understanding of the concept and the framework. The research stage involved interviews with
various DMO and City Council representatives; however, several researchers and other industry
practitioners were invited to participate. The interviewees were recruited primarily from
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organizations and institutions based in the United States, the country which was commonly at the
forefront of the advanced technologies adoption (Clark, 2018).
Both DMOs and City Councils may be considered as key organizations in the
development of smart destination initiatives. Governmental organizations constitute facilitators
of smart initiatives. That is, “the smart city label often evokes a vertical, top-down concept
proposed by a government in partnership with various corporate interests, and with a central
dashboard to control everything” (Oates, 2018, p. 4). Therefore, the inclusion of City Council
representatives was essential to achieve a broader and more complete understanding of smart
destinations concept.
The interviewees were identified using a purposeful sampling procedure. Consistent
with the purposeful sampling approach, only people that might provide valuable and insightful
information about the core phenomenon should be invited to participate in the research. The
participants were recruited via email invitation, and referrals by other informants, the approach
commonly known as the snowball or chain sampling strategy (Creswell, 2007).
The suggested number of participants might vary substantially depending on the
research approach. Therefore, the study was primarily guided by theoretical saturation in
determining the necessary number of interviewees. The theoretical saturation approach implied
that researchers continued to sample participants, collect and analyze information until the point
when theoretical concepts were well-developed, and the information provided no new insight
into the core phenomenon (Creswell, 2007; Hennik, Hutter, & Bailey, 2011).
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The interviews were completed in person, over the phone, and Skype depending on the
individual preferences and availability of an interviewee. The interviews were semi-structured to
direct the data collection process. The interview instrument (see Appendix A) was primarily
developed using the theoretical framework that emerged from the literature review. The
interview guide was structured as follows: introduction, opening questions, key questions (i.e.,
the questions about the core phenomenon), and closing questions. In the beginning, an
interviewer introduced herself to research participants, explained the objectives of the study, how
information obtained during an interview would be used and the outcome of the research project
(Hennink et al., 2011).
Then the researcher asked several general questions about a research participant
involving background information relevant to the subject of the study: type of the organization
and his/her position in the organization. The general questions were followed by a series of
opening questions that were broadly related to the key subject of this research project (Hennink
et al., 2011). One such question asked participants to explain how technologies could shape the
future of tourism destinations.
The set of key questions offered to research participants reflected the conceptual
framework developed at earlier stages of the project (i.e., the literature review and DMOs’
website content analysis). Particularly, these questions were structured around core aspects of the
conceptual framework accompanied by some probing questions when necessary. For example,
one of the key questions inquired about the roles of DMOs in the development of smart tourism,
while another explored functions that these organizations could fulfill as a part of smart tourism
initiatives. The interviewees were concluded with several closing or general questions related to
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the subject of the research project (e.g., do you consider any destination smart?). The initially
developed interview questions and procedures were refined during a pilot test with a few
participants to ensure that other interviewees were presented with the most relevant question
(Creswell, 2007). Particularly, the questions were revised based on whether participants
understood these questions immediately, perceived the flow of questions as logical, found the
interview too long or too short, etc. (Hennink et al., 2011).
The analysis of the collected information was completed using MAXQDA software to
determine major themes or categories that represented the concept of smart destinations. As in
the case of the DMOs’ websites, the analysis of the information was conducted by two coders,
with the second coder analyzing a random sample of the data (i.e., 30%) (Torres & Klein, 2013).
This approach was necessary considering the potential depth of the collected information, the
complexity of the code system, and the time constraints due to a multi-stage methodology
adopted in this research. The code system included the name of codes, their specific description,
and relevant examples to aid its consistent application throughout the data analysis.
This stage likewise involved a consensual coding procedure, when any conflicting or
problematic case was discussed (Kuckartz, 2014). The results of the analyses completed by two
coders were compared to assess the extent of the intercoder agreement and to determine whether
further discussion of the code system and analysis was necessary. As a validation strategy, the
study relied on triangulation, the involvement of different researchers in the project, and the use
of different sources to provide some corroborating evidence (Creswell, 2007).
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Stage Three: Development of the Smartness Index
The purpose of this research stage was to construct and to apply a smartness index. In
order to develop the smartness index, this stage of the research methodology concentrated on a
specific part of the emergent framework, namely, the pillars of smart destinations and the
functions of DMOs that according to this study reflected the functions of these destinations.
While other components of the framework were essential to a holistic understanding of what
constituted smart destinations, these components represented the application side of smart
tourism initiatives. The pillars of smart destinations, however, formed their foundation, and
therefore, other components of the framework were omitted, allowing to focus on the core
factors behind the concept of smart destinations.
In contrast to mainstream research that focused on developing a traditional measurement
scale, this study attempted to design an index of smart destinations, which represented an
alternative approach to scale development. Latent dimensions that comprise an index are labeled
emergent variables since these dimensions constitute a collection of items that could be
aggregated into one composite score (Cohen, Cohen, Teresi, Marchi, & Velez, 1990). The
aggregated items may share some common characteristics and thus form a common category or a
dimension representing formative rather than more traditional reflective dimension. In this case,
the correlation between items or observed variables becomes irrelevant since these variables are
the cause and not the effect of some latent dimension(s). Despite this difference, the development
of the survey items followed generally suggested guidelines about clarity, directionality, lack of
ambiguity, etc. (Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001).
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One method that was recommended and received substantial support for estimation
models with formative indicators was the partial least squares structural equation modeling
(PLS-SEM) (Hair Jr, Sarstedt, Hopkins, & Kuppelwieser, 2014). PLS-SEM focuses on the
analysis of variance, unlike more commonly used SEM models, which are covariance-based
(CB-SEM). PLS-SEM can be implemented in a range of programs such as PLS-Graph,
VisualPLS, SmartPLS, and WarpPLS (Wong, 2013). SmartPLS, however, is by far the most
comprehensive and advanced software program available for the application of PLS-SEM (Hair
Jr, Sarstedt, Ringle, & Gudergan, 2017).
Further, SmartPLS could estimate the higher-order models with formative indicators,
reflective indicators, and the combination of both (SmartPLS, n.d.), and this was especially
critical to this research study. The preliminary theoretical framework suggested that the smart
destination concept constitutes a higher or a second-order formative dimension, while the pillars
(e.g., technology and sustainability) represented first-order formative dimensions with their
respective indicators. Whereas the core factors in the model will constitute formative
dimensions, the consequent inclusion of some reflective dimensions will be essential to the
validation of the developed model or index (Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001).
To collect the necessary data for the development and validation of the smartness index,
this research study employed a survey tool. The survey was designed using the pillars of smart
destinations, smart functions and their respective indicators that emerge from the preceding
stages of the research methodology; that is, analysis of the DMO’s websites and interviews with
DMO and City Council representatives, researchers and other industry practitioners. The survey
was consequently distributed to a larger sample of the respondents from various DMOs.
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The determination of the sample size for PLS requires a power analysis based on the
portion of the model with the largest number of indicators (Marcoulides, Chin, & Saunders,
2009). When the largest number of indicators is four, then the minimum sample for the PLS
model should be around 85 assuming a medium effect size as it is defined by Cohen (1988)
(Diamantopoulos, 2011). However, the model was preliminary, and this implied that the largest
number of indicators might be different in the actual model. Accordingly, the required sample
size was determined only after the model was finalized (i.e., after the analysis of interviews).
This survey was distributed to respondents via Qualtrics, one of the leading online survey
platforms (Qualtrics, n.d.), using a database containing the contact information of the US DMO
representatives (i.e., executive, director, and management levels in the organization). The total
sample was close to 3,000 contacts, all of which received an invitation to participate in the
research study. This approach helped to ensure that the sample was representative of its
population and to minimize a coverage error since different US organizations in terms of size,
budget, and level had an opportunity to participate.
Before proceeding to the survey, respondents were introduced to the subject of the study
and research objectives. The introduction to the survey also explained how the obtained
information would be used. Respondents were additionally assured that any personal information
obtained during the survey would be kept confidential so that this information could not be
traced back to individual research participants.
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Figure 2: Preliminary Higher-order Model of the Smartness Index
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After the introduction to the research study, the survey requested some general
information about the respondents and their organizations such as the level of their organizations
(i.e., county, state, regional or city level) and the organizational type (e.g., independent
organization or part of city government). The survey then prompted respondents to review the
factors that comprised the smartness index along with their respective indicators. Particularly,
research participants were asked to evaluate the importance of each indicator and the
performance of their organization according to that indicator. The evaluation of the index was
completed using a five-point Likert scale, where importance was assessed on the scale from 1 =
not at all important to 5 = extremely important, and performance was evaluated on the scale from
1 = very poor to 5 = very good (see Appendix C). Consequently, the index will reflect subjective
evaluation rather than an objective assessment of the destinations’ smartness.
The assessment assisted in understanding aspects that were essential to every smart
destination versus less important components that might or might not describe these
technologically advanced destinations. The evaluation of organizational performance
additionally assisted in understanding how effective DMOs and their destinations were in
implementing smart initiatives, and in identifying critical gaps between importance and
organizational performance in various smartness aspects. Other questions included in the survey
focused on critical DMOs functions, factors that could contribute to the smartness of
destinations, overall destinations’ success in smart initiatives, and general individual background
information.
Research literature pointed to several characteristics that could influence innovation, its
adoption and use in the organizations, and therefore affect their smartness. Most frequently, these
characteristics include organizational size and structure. Financial resources available to the
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organizations might be another influential factor that is commonly associated with the size of
organizations. That is, smaller firms that have limited access to financial resources might be
more reluctant to adopt advanced information technologies compared to their larger counterparts
(Wang & Fesenmaier, 2006). Accordingly, the survey included a question regarding DMOs’
budgets to explore this relationship in the context of smart destinations.
Finally, the study employed several approaches to validating the smartness index. The
first strategy was a clear specification of the dimensions’ domains. The clear specification was
critical because “an index is more abstract and ambiguous than a latent variable measured with
reflective indicators” (Bagozzi, 1982, p. 333). The second strategy was to develop a census of
indicators for a formative specification. That is, the list of items should be exhaustive and should
cover the entire scope of the latent variables included in the index. Another important strategy
was the index validation to examine indicator collinearity. This strategy was essential because
the formative models were based on multiple regression, and therefore, excessive collinearity
among the indicators could make them redundant (Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001).
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS OF THE MULTI-STAGE DATA ANALYSIS
Website Analysis Results
The website data collection was completed in Summer 2018, the number of the collected
data files varied for each case depending on the point of the theoretical saturation. For Visit
Britain this point was reached after collecting 642 files (i.e., website screenshots), for Visit the
USA at 793, for Discover Hong at 554, and Visit Manchester at 884 files. The cases were
analyzed based on the a priori framework that also constituted the initial code system. All themes
and sub codes were accompanied by a memo, which included a code description and relevant
examples when necessary to ensure their consistent application. The total number of coded
segments (i.e., textual, visual, and/or audio) was around 10,050 (Table 1). The initial framework
was revised over multiple iterations in data collection and analysis of the cases. The major
changes, along with notable findings, are discussed below.
Five DMOs/DMSs Functions
Generally, the analysis of the DMO/DMS functions of Visit Manchester, Visit the USA,
Discover Hong Kong, and Visit Britain supported the five functions proposed in the a priori
theoretical framework. The only exception was the smart transaction function that had no or
limited application in case of Visit the USA and Discover Hong Kong. The smart transaction
function, however, was integrated by Visit Manchester and more heavily by Visit Britain (Figure
3).
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Table 1: Code Structure and Frequencies
Level
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
4th
4th
4th
4th
3rd
4th
4th
4th
4th
4th
3rd
3rd
2nd

Code name
DMO’s functions
Smart brand promotion
Smart transaction
Smart relationship
Smart information
Smart communication
Failure to communicate
IT services
Intelligent technology
Web media technology
Audio
Visual
Immersive technology
Connected technology
Industry stakeholders
Tourism industry
Travel trade
Transportation
Air
Automobile
Rail
Coach
Water
Other
Attractions
Recreation
Cultural
Natural
Events
Entertainment
Accommodations
Food service
Tourism organizations

Visit Britain

Frequency of occurrence
Discover Hong Kong
Visit the USA

Visit Manchester

174
198
49
340
309
8

277
2
134
328
423
7

319
0
335
324
452
30

209
159
272
412
658
4

0

1

0

0

22
355
0
0

10
312
4
63

31
344
0
203

9
429
1
132

4

18

0

17

1
6
10
4
3
1

7
1
2
3
8
0

40
5
3
0
2
12

2
1
12
4
3
1

9
99
19
19
46
17
37

9
108
13
37
19
9
14

11
64
79
49
49
19
29

73
117
12
46
77
19
31
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Level
Code name
rd
3
International
3rd
National
3rd
State & provincial
3rd
Local & regional
2nd
Non-tourism organizations
2nd
UGC & PGC
2nd
Government
nd
2
Financial institutions
3rd
Financial services
3rd
Credit card
3rd
Banks
2nd
IT companies
2nd
Educational institutions
Total frequency

Visit Britain
0
23
0
27
0
149
18

Frequency of occurrence
Discover Hong Kong
Visit the USA
2
2
0
26
0
25
10
105
18
2
238
99
51
11

2
1
1
0
7
1958

1
0
3
0
11
2143
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0
2
0
0
1
2673

Visit Manchester
0
1
0
27
25
395
7
0
0
0
99
18
3272

Table 2: Smart DMOs’ Functions Frequency of Occurrence
Code Name

Visit Britain

Smart Brand Promotion
Smart Transaction
Smart Relationship
Smart Information
Smart Communication
Total

174
198
49
340
309
1070

DMOs
Discover Hong
Visit the USA
Kong
277
319
2
0
134
335
328
324
423
452
1164
1430

Visit
Manchester
209
159
272
412
658
1710

Visit Manchester

Visit the USA

Discover Hong Kong

Visit Britain
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Smart Communication

Smart Information

Smart Transaction

Smart Brand Promotion

30%

35%

40%

45%

Smart Relationship

Figure 3: Smart DMO/DMS Functions
The exception could be explained by the different operational structures and positioning
of these organizations compared to the other cases. CVBs and DMOs historically fulfilled the
role of the intermediaries between consumers and the local businesses, and thus, were not
expected to compete for sales with the local tourism suppliers. Furthermore, the positioning of
DMOs varied depending on whether these organizations would like to be viewed as marketing
and sales organizations or as marketing organizations only (Wang & Russo, 2007). Hence, some
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organizations still adhered to the operating structures adopted earlier, and this affected the
functions fulfilled by the DMOs.
The IT Pillar
The only pillar that emerged from the website analysis was smart IT services. The other
pillars, namely, sustainability, e-governance, and livability, were not reflected by the DMS in a
way that these pillars could be assessed and included in the analysis. The online platforms
provided some information regarding sustainable practices and other initiatives that could
improve, for example, the livability of destinations. The information, however, was generally
limited to important facts about the initiatives and was rarely linked to any additional sources of
information. Despite that, this finding should not be perceived as an argument against their
existence, but rather as a website analysis limitation. DMOs’ websites are consumer-centered
and may not fully reflect the complexity of their DMSs, especially the aspects that relate to other
industry stakeholders and initiatives.
On the contrary, the online platforms should reflect the degree to which these
organizations integrate and foster usage of the more advanced IT technologies by their
consumers. This assumption was supported by the results of the website analysis. The IT services
adopted by the DMOs were grouped into four general categories, namely, intelligent technology,
immersive technology, web media technology, and connected technology. Intelligent
technologies constituted AI and machine learning technologies, immersive – AR and VR
technologies, connected – Cloud Services, and web media – technologies that enhanced DMOs
website such as visual and audio elements.
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Figure 4: Presence of the Smart IT Services

Visit Manchester
Visit the USA
Discover Hong Kong
Visit Britain
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Immersive Technology
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Figure 5: Smart IT Services
The technologies were integrated to a varying degree, connected technologies, and web
media technologies were heavily present compared to the other more advanced technologies.
This finding indicated that even competitive DMOs were slowly adopting immersive and
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intelligent technologies. The integration of web media technology via visual and audio elements
was similar across cases with little variability (Figure 6). The connected technologies were
frequently available via the DMOs’ online platform except for Visit Britain. Primarily, the
connected technologies were represented by Google Maps linked to the platforms. However,
DMOs such as Discover Hong Kong offered various online applications (e.g., My Guide and My
Culture) that also constituted connected technologies.

Visit Manchester
Visit the USA
Discover Hong Kong
Visit Britain
0%

20%

40%
Visual

60%

80%

100%

120%

Audio

Figure 6: Smart Web Media Technology
The immersive technologies were present on Discover Hong Kong and Visit Manchester
websites. Discover Hong Kong launched the Virtual Heritage Tour VR Experience (Figure 7),
while Visit Manchester offered AR experience of the city via their ‘buzzin’ app (Figure 8). Visit
Britain and Visit the USA had information regarding some AR and VR initiatives, but no direct
presence in their online platforms. AI had the most limited application compared with other
technologies. Discover Hong Kong was the only organization that had an AI presence. The DMS
was connected to EdCast, the AI and machine learning platform, which provides knowledge
management and personalized learning (EdCast, n.d.).
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Figure 7: Discover Hong Kong VR Experience
Table 3: Smart IT Services Frequency of Occurrence
Code name
Web media technology
Audio
Visual
Immersive technology
Connected technology
Intelligent technology
Total

Visit Britain

Discover Hong
Kong

22
355
0
0
0
377

10
312
4
63
1
390
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DMOs
Visit the USA

31
344
0
203
0
578

Visit Manchester

9
429
1
133
0
571

Figure 8: Visit Manchester AR Experience via ‘Buzzin’ App
Structure of the Smart Destination Stakeholders
The analysis of the four cases pointed to an elaborate network of the stakeholders within
the industry and beyond. The stakeholders were classified in the following eight categories:
tourism organizations, user-generated and professionally-generated content (UGC & PGC), IT
companies, tourism industry, government, educational and financial institutions, and other nontourism organizations. The examined DMOs collaborated with tourism organizations of different
levels from local & regional to world & international. Not surprisingly, the extent and number of
connections varied depending on the size of DMOs. Visit Britain and Visit the USA, the national
organizations, were frequently linked to different levels of other tourism organizations. Whereas
Discover Hong Kong and Visit Manchester, the local organizations, had notably fewer
connections, which led primarily to other local & regional organizations rather than to state &
province and world & national tourism entities.
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Figure 9: Structure of the Smart Destination Stakeholders
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Visit Manchester

Visit the USA

Discover Hong Kong

Visit Britain
0%

20%

Local & Regional

40%
State & Provincial

60%

80%

100%

World & National

Figure 10: Smart Tourism Organizations

Table 4: Smart Tourism Organizations Frequency of Occurrence
Code name
World & national
State & provincial
Local & regional
Total

Visit Britain
23
0
27
50

DMOs
Discover Hong
Visit the USA
Kong
2
28
0
25
10
105
12
158

Visit
Manchester
1
0
27
28

There was a number of local and international tourism suppliers from various sectors:
travel trade, transportation, attractions, accommodations, and food service. The travel trade
sector was integrated within all DMSs except for Visit the USA; therefore, supporting the
previous conclusion that Visit the USA seemed to position itself as a purely marketing
organization. Transportation sectors and its subsectors (e.g., air, automobile, and rail) were
represented differently across the cases. Rail transportation was predominant on Visit Britain and
Visit Manchester websites, while air transportation dominated over other transportation
subsectors in case of Visit the USA and came out only second after water transportation for
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Discover Hong Kong (Figure 11). These findings not only showed how the transportation sectors
developed in the destinations over time but also how the DMOs were able to integrate the
subsectors to highlight their unique tourism offerings.

Visit Manchester

Visit the USA

Discover Hong Kong

Visit Britain

0%

10%
Other

Water

20%

30%

Coach

Rail

40%
Automobile

50%

60%

70%

Air

Figure 11: Smart Transportation
There were some similarities in how destinations position themselves. Discover Hong
Kong, Visit Manchester, and Visit Britain offer cultural attractions primarily, whereas Visit
Manchester, Visit the USA, and Visit Britain are similar in the extent to which they integrate
entertainment attractions in their DMSs (Figure 12). Despite these similarities, each case
provides a distinct set of attractions creating a unique destination appeal and a widely
recognizable brand. The destinations may have little control over some attractions, and this is
especially true in case of natural resources that constitute the fundamental measure of supply
(Goeldner & Ritchie, 2012). However, DMOs can control the way these attractions are integrated
and represented via their DMSs through smart functions. This ability, along with the
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interconnectedness between the DMOs and the many attractions, creates the necessary
foundation for becoming a smart destination.
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Figure 12: Smart Destinations Attractions

Table 5: Smart Destination Attractions Frequency of Occurrence
Code name
Cultural
Natural
Events
Entertainment
Recreation
Total

Visit Britain
99
19
19
46
9
192

DMOs
Discover Hong
Visit the USA
Kong
108
64
13
79
37
49
19
49
9
11
186
252

Visit Manchester
117
12
46
77
73
325

The organizations also had an extensive media presence via social networks (e.g.,
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram), content-sharing websites (e.g., YouTube, and Flicker),
review websites (e.g., Trip Advisor), blogs and other media channels. Visit Manchester, and
Discover Hong Kong seemed to be more proactive in integrating media channels in their DMSs
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compared to the other two cases. Nonetheless, all cases provided ample opportunities for visitors
and other stakeholders to connect via different media. The government was present in all four
cases; the DMOs were interconnected with City Councils, Leisure and Cultural Services
Departments or directly with the websites that provided, for example, necessary travel
information such as visa requirements and applications. The later was common for the national
organizations (i.e., Visit Britain and Visit the USA).

Table 6: Smart Financial Institutions Frequency of Occurrence
Code name

Visit Britain

Financial services
Credit card
Banks
Total

2
1
1
4

DMOs
Discover Hong
Visit the USA
Kong
1
0
0
2
3
0
4
2

Visit
Manchester
0
0
0
0

Visit the USA
Discover Hong Kong
Visit Britain
0%

20%
Banks

40%
Credit Card

60%

80%

100%

120%

Financial Services

Figure 13: Presence of Smart Financial Institutions
Due to the supporting nature of services provided by the IT companies, their presence
could not be accounted for in all the cases except for Visit Manchester, where New Mind | tellUs
e-tourism company brand was integrated within the website (Mind, n.d.). The last stakeholder
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that emerged from the analysis was educational institutions. Though infrequently, educational
institutions were connected to all DMOs. For example, Visit Britain was connected to such
educational institutions as Imperial College and Cardiff University, Discover Hong Kong to the
University of Hong Kong and the University of Creative Careers, Visit Manchester to the
University of Manchester and the University of Bolton, and Visit the USA to the University of
Alaska Fairbanks.
Visit the USA seemed to have the most limited presence of educational institutions,
among others. However, this finding should be treated cautiously since the data collection was
guided by theoretical saturation and was not intended to be an exhaustive analysis of each case.
The point of theoretical saturation was reached at different points for the selected cases, and the
extent of the collected information varied. Thus, the obtained frequencies might underrepresent
some stakeholders.
Finally, a general comparison between the a priori framework and the framework that
emerged from the website analysis did not point to destination visitors as the key stakeholders.
This finding, however, was another limitation of the website analysis rather than a contradiction
to the initial proposition. Consumer engagement was mostly ensured through media channels.
Accordingly, the analysis could not directly account for visitors’ presence on the websites since
their engagement was mediated by the other stakeholder (i.e., media).
To ensure the quality of the findings, the analysis was conducted by two coders with the
second coder receiving initial training before completing the data analysis. The principal
investigator conducted a complete analysis of the available data, while the second coder analyzed
33% of the data. A similar approach appeared in the literature for research involving extensive
qualitative data (Torres & Klein, 2013). This approach was necessary considering the data
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volume, complexity of the framework (i.e., the code system), and the time constraints imposed
by the multi-stage data collection method. While the coders did have some disagreements, this
approached proved to be effective. The researchers achieved the intercoder agreement through
the consensual coding approach or discussion and resolution of conflicting and otherwise
questionable codes (Kuckartz, 2014).
The level of intercoder reliability was calculated based on the occurrence of codes (i.e.,
71% agreement) in the document and the code frequency in the document (i.e., 69% agreement).
The two approaches yielded similar results confirming a consistent application of the codes and
clarity of their description. Triangulation strategy was additionally applied to enhance the
validity of this analysis. That is, the data was collected from various information sources
involving distinct case studies, the participation of different researchers in the data analysis
process additionally attested to the quality of the conducted research (Creswell, 2007).
Interviews’ Analysis Results
The interviews were conducted in person, over the phone, or via Skype in the Fall of
2018. The interviewees’ profile included seven university professors, ten DMOs’ representatives,
two City Council’s representatives, and two other industry professionals. In total, twenty-one
interviews with the respondents were completed. For the university professors, the positions
ranged from assistant to associate levels. For DMOs’ representatives, the positions involved, for
example, Chief Marketing Officer, Marketing Director, Vice President of Marketing &
Communications, and President/CEO. The two City Council’s representatives occupied director
positions, and the two industry professionals - director and chief strategist positions accordingly.
The detailed interviewees’ profile is provided in Table 7. The time for interviews ranged from 30
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minutes to 80 minutes; most were audio recorded. Others were transcribed considering the
individual preferences of the interviewees.
The preceding website analysis and the literature review formed the foundation for the
code system used at this stage. Each code was assigned a memo and a description with relevant
examples. The codes were associated with words, phrases, sentences, and sometimes with whole
paragraphs to emphasize the important information. The total number of the coded segments was
789. Although some codes were retained, the code system was substantially modified to include
new themes and sub codes.
The two strategies applied to create the new codes involved descriptive and In Vivo or
‘literal coding’. The first strategy required summarizing a passage into a word or a phrase that
would best reflect its meaning, while the second used the exact wording provided by the
interviewees to label the codes (Saldaña, 2015). Since the analysis relied primarily on the
framework developed at the earlier stages of the research, no other coding strategies were
necessary. Some of the newly emerged themes and codes related to additional information
obtained during the interviews. This information pertained to such aspects as the current trends
shaping the industry, determinants of smart initiatives success, and the key elements of a smart
destination vision. This section, therefore, will examine the new themes, codes, and the
discrepancies between the frameworks.
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Table 7: Interviewees’ Profile
#

Interviewee

Position in the Organization

Geographic Spread

Experience with Smart Initiatives

Interviewee A
Interviewee B

Type of
Organization
University
University

1
2

Assistant professor
Assistant professor

Florida, USA
Florida, USA

3

Interviewee C

University

Assistant professor

Florida, USA

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Interviewee D
Interviewee E
Interviewee F
Interviewee G
Interviewee H
Interviewee I
Interviewee J

Professor
Associate professor
Market Research Project Manager
Chief Marketing Officer
Director of Digital Strategy
Chapter Director
Chief Strategist

Florida, USA
Florida, USA
Minnesota, USA
Oregon, USA
Oregon, USA
Florida, USA
New York, USA

11 Interviewee K
12 Interviewee L

University
University
DMO
DMO
DMO
Association
Interactive Design
Company
DMO
City Council

Digital Marketing Manager
Director

Virginia, USA
Florida, USA

13 Interviewee M
14 Interviewee N

University
DMO

Professor
Marketing Director

Minnesota, USA
Ohio, USA

15 Interviewee O

DMO

Florida, USA

16 Interviewee P
17 Interviewee Q

DMO
DMO

Vice President, Marketing &
Communications
Vice President of Marketing
President/CEO

Some involvement in smart initiatives
Active involvement in research about
IT application in tourism
Active involvement in research about
IT application in tourism
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Active involvement in smart
initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Active involvement in smart city
initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Active involvement in smart
initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives

18 Interviewee R

City Council

Director

Florida, USA

19 Interviewee S
20 Interviewee T

DMO
University

Executive Vice President
Associate Professor

21 Interviewee U

DMO

Director of Information, Security
and Digital Innovation

Indiana, USA
Viana do Castelo,
Portugal
North Carolina,
USA
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California, USA
Florida, USA

Some involvement in smart initiatives
Active involvement in smart
initiatives
Active involvement in smart city
initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives
Some involvement in smart initiatives

Six DMOs’/DMSs’ functions
While interviews supported the five DMOs’ functions proposed earlier, they also pointed
to another function that did not emerge from the literature review or the website analysis (Figure
14). This function was smart leadership. According to the research literature, DMOs would play
one of the key roles in the development of smart tourism and smart destinations (Gretzel et al.,
2016). However, this finding suggested that the role of DMOs would extend beyond that, and
these organizations were expected to take the lead in smart tourism initiatives. As one of the
interviewees explained:
“I feel that we are the leaders within our destination. So, we have to be thinking for
a lot of small businesses that may not be able to afford certain types of technology
or to be more exploratory ... We have to be that leading force” (Interviewee N).
Another emphasized the importance of having one leading force behind smart tourism
initiatives by commenting that:
“…if we approach this from a very macro project, I think the decision-making
process needs to be centralized. When you're making the big decisions … there
will be a lot of different parties involved in this” (Interviewee E).
The necessity to have a central DMS that would integrate all the smart functions was
additionally supported by some interviewees. Particularly, one interviewee described it as:
“… you'll have like a parking map. And then you have an app for the museums,
and then you have an app for a concert hall, an app for food. There's like 20-30
different apps. Same thing for the airport. You have 10-20 different apps, so
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there's a logistical nightmare for people. So, the more forward-looking cities what
they're trying to do is collapse into one interface” (Interviewee J).
The need for one common technological platform was also reflected in the following
comment:
“We have one platform that they can book experiences on, and that makes it a
little easier for them to not have to search around. We have links to all of the
different opportunities and options then to get them through there” (Interviewee
O).
The Pillars
Unlike the website analysis, all the themes that represented the smart destinations pillars
emerged from the interviews. Some themes and their codes like sustainability were not modified.
However, other codes underwent some modifications with the most occurring under the IT
services theme. The importance of sustainability and its four different aspects, namely,
environmental, cultural, economic, and social, were supported across multiple interviews. Even
though all four aspects were referenced in the interviews, the respondents viewed sustainability
as environmental and economic primarily. This finding suggested that destinations that strived to
become smart needed a broader perspective on sustainability that in addition to environmental
and economic would consider social and cultural aspects.
The IT services retained some of the previously proposed codes that included connected,
immersive, intelligent, and web media technology that was now labeled as digital content
consistent with the terminology used by the interviewees. Another code, accessible technology,
reemerged in the interviews and was frequently referenced by the respondents. For example,
some respondents mentioned “smart sensors,” “beacons technology,” “smart cards” that provided
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tourists access to multiple attractions and transportation options, “smartphones,” “digital kiosks,”
“wayfinding screens” or “IoT.”
The new codes that evolved out of the interview analysis were data, analytical platforms,
robotics technology, and autonomous vehicles technology. Some respondents discussed the
importance of Big Data and data mining in making informed decisions that concerned the
stakeholders. Others also commented on the essential role of the analytical platforms, for
example, Adora and Arrivalist, that were necessary to aggregate and manage extensive volumes
of the travel data with one respondent explaining:
“Analytics, in my opinion, needs to show you the opportunity, needs to tell you
what you're doing right and tell you what you're doing wrong and then help you to
forecast what you need to be doing in the future” (Interviewee K).
This point was further elaborated in the following comment:
“So, the analytics are going to help you determine what messages you're using
that resonate with that traveler. So, you'll be able to focus more on those topics,
whether they be themes whether they be specific attractions within your
destination what have you done to bring more people. The second part of that is to
be able to justify your existence to your board, to your stakeholders, whether
you're a membership base or a partner-based DMO regarding return on
investment” (Interviewee K).
The other two notable findings involved the integration of robotics technology and
autonomous vehicles technology. According to one of the interviewees, it was “not going to be
uncommon to have robotics intertwined with room service and service delivery”; however, “we
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haven't gotten a strong grasp on robotics yet to the point where it's cost effective for all industries
to invest in…” (Interviewee I). These comments showed that some sectors of the tourism
industry were more advanced in the adoption of robotics technology compared with others and
that the industry overall was lagging due to the high costs associated with this technology.
Autonomous vehicles technology was likewise viewed as a critical component of smart
destinations. Some interviewees discussed this type of technology and how it could enhance
destination mobility. For example, one respondent said that “it will have a huge impact because
the autonomous vehicles … have artificial intelligence in them, and they have mapping” along
with other advanced technologies (Interviewee J). The other interviewee added that:
“Smart destinations [should be] for Connected Car connectivity in their forwardlooking view. And I think as we consider routing traveler within and throughout
destination that will be a part of transportation planning” (Interviewee L).
Although autonomous vehicles and robotics technology were not as frequently mentioned
as other technologies, this finding showed them as the emerging technology trends that could
shape the future of the industry and contribute to a smarter destination.
Some new codes were also created for the livability pillar to complement previously
existing codes, namely, safety, clean environment, mobility, opportunity, and engagement. The
additional codes involved health and information access; mobility code was assigned other two
sub codes that related to different aspects of mobility (i.e., crowd control and traffic). In one
interview, a respondent mentioned that smart destinations enhance “the overall well-being”
referring to human health (Interviewee S). Thus, this code was reintegrated despite the initial
assumption that it related to residents only.
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Figure 14: Six Smart DMOs’ Functions
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The information access code emerged from multiple comments, one of the respondents
described it as “having all the information about services and products available but having this
information in a simple way” (Interviewee S), and another elaborated explaining that this aspect
was essential to smart destinations for effective risk management:
“If something urgent happened: disasters, unexpected events, epidemics, how do
you make sure information is delivered to all kinds of related stakeholders in a
timely manner, inform them and help them to make decisions to be safe”
(Interviewee A).
The mobility code was expanded to include crowd control and traffic to indicate the two
aspects that could be critical to smart destinations. The importance of technologies (e.g., smart
sensors) for the traffic management was explained as: “so they know where congestion is
happening, and if accidents happen, they can monitor in real time and make quick decisions”
(Interviewee A). The Crowd Control aspect, in turn, was reflected in such comments as:
“How can we direct traffic at a destination [and]… make the whole city enjoy the
value and benefit. People can enjoy more of the sort of experience the citizens
enjoy the more laid back and sort of direct connection to the individual”
(Interviewee H).
The other interviewee provided a more detailed perspective on the crowd control aspect,
explaining that:
“… technology will enable businesses as well as organizations, public
organizations to manage tourist flows according to the resource, to the necessary
conditions for the practice, for example of some sports. And in terms of, for
example, … if there is one area, there is a bit crowded at the moment, and they
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[tourists] will have their information in anticipation. … And [attractions] will be
able to direct or to influence tourists flows by communicating [with] them
[tourists] that if they go into that direction, they will have to wait for some time”
(Interviewee S).
There were several changes in the composition of the last e-governance pillar. The
anticipatory code that had been initially combined with the personalized code reemerged as a
stand-alone code, whereas the personalized and context-smart codes were removed. As one
interviewee commented, “it is important to understand what it is [that] people need” (Interviewee
S), and another pointed:
“So I think what's going to make us smart is to continue to be able to advance that
type of research and those type of analytics for the purpose of better serving and
anticipating the needs and wants, and meeting the need and wants of the potential
visitor” (Interviewee K).
In other words, it is important to anticipate stakeholder needs. The personalization, along
with the contextualization, was frequently associated with the visitors’ experiences and not with
e-governance. The finding emphasized the difference between the smart city and the smart
destinations approach, where the focus was primarily on the tourists’ experiences. Consequently,
the codes have been integrated within the smart vision theme that will be discussed in one of the
following sections.
The other codes of the e-governance pillar, namely, transparency, participatory, and cocreated, remained unchanged apart from the new sub code - privacy issues that were added
underneath transparency code. One interviewee, for example, explained that “services should be
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more open and governance more transparent” (Interviewee I), with the other elaborating this
point in the comment:
“So, I think in terms of governance, specifically, if funding is involved, people
need to be transparent and open on what they are exactly doing with the money. I
mean, of course, I think these also relates to ethical issues. I mean being
transparent and being honest will be ethical” (Interviewee S).
The transparency and open data access, however, seemed to raise a privacy concern. In
one of the interviews, the respondent warned about some repercussions that could follow:
“The average person on the street is going to there's going to be a for lack of a
better term rebellion. Because people are starting to wake up and say hey, wait a
minute, I don't want people to know. That I don't want people to anticipate what I
want to buy I don't want you to know I don't necessarily want this. That could
have incredible repercussions not only our industry but any industry that sales
directly” (Interviewee K).
The same concern was raised in the following brief comment: “People will heavily rely
on their smart phones, [and] it will raise some privacy issues” (Interviewee Q).
E-governance was primarily viewed as participatory; this principle was reflected in the
following approach adopted by a DMO: “We have a tourism masterplan that involves around
2,000 community leaders. We develop and update this plan based on their vision” (Interviewee
R). Many interviewees offered similar comments with one pointing additionally that “I think
some of those design and development decisions need to be inclusive” (Interviewee L). Lastly, e-
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governance of smart destinations was viewed as co-created, where destination engaged with the
stakeholders in “the shared decision making” (Interviewee L). As another respondent explained:
“I think that it is … about planning and doing it together. And some of that
strategic partnership … where we might be lacking comes from a lack of across
the board destination-wide support for certain things. And I think that we would
be so much more successful if there was a plan for the future in place. And
everyone was a part of, and everyone felt their role, and everybody was pushing
forward from the top to the bottom” (Interviewee N).
The smart stakeholders’ theme and its codes remained mostly unchanged except for the
tourists code that reemerged during the interviews and the addition of the new code - locals. A
few respondents specifically pointed to the locals or local communities being one of the key
players and that the framework should include them due to the importance of the “residents’
opinions, acceptance, perceptions, [and] needs” during destination transition from the traditional
to smart (Interviewee E). This and other findings were incorporated in the previously developed
framework leading to a more comprehensive understanding of smart destinations (Figure 16).
Facilitating Factors of Success
The conducted interviews probed additionally into various aspects of smart tourism and
smart destinations. The factors that could facilitate the success of smart initiatives were one of
these aspects. The primary factors that were considered influential in the implementation of
smart initiatives at the destination level comprised of stakeholder’s support and their
collaboration, developed infrastructure, specialized knowledge, shared culture based on the
innovation and realistic goals, funding, and finally time to engage and energy to carry out the
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initiatives (Figure 17). For example, the stakeholders’ support was emphasized as essential by
several interviews, with one explaining that:
“It [the development of smart destinations] has to be a that concerted effort. It's not just a
nationwide effort that people are brought into at least for the majority of people. You're going
have a strong failure if it's only 10 percent of the people that want it, and it's not going to be
successful” (Interviewee N). The residents’ acceptance and support as the key stakeholders was
likewise emphasized in the interviews:
“If we have a city that excited about it itself, I guess you could say that residents
are happy and glad they live there and want to take part. You know, you just have
a lot more support for any visionary project that comes up” (Interviewee F).
Smart Vision
Another aspect involved understanding a vision necessary for destinations to become
smart (Figure 18). A few elements, for example, efficient operations, the central role of tourists’
experiences, and their personalization, in the vision reflected some of the conceptualizations
proposed earlier in the research literature (e.g., Lopez de Avila, 2015). However, others were
different and pointed to the critical elements that should be additionally incorporated into the
vision, and hence, adopted by the destinations that strived to become smart. One distinct finding
related to the roles of locals and tourists. An interviewee highlighted that “smart tourism is also
about the locals; it should not focus only on the visitors it has to find a balance on how to benefit
the local communities and the visitors” (Interviewee P). Considering this and other findings, the
following conceptualization of the smart destination vision was developed:
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Figure 15: The Pillars of Smart Destinations
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Figure 16: The Comprehensive Framework of Smart Destinations
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Figure 17: Factors Facilitating the Success of Smart Initiatives
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The smart destination is the destination, where the application of the technology is
ubiquitous and is ensured through a myriad of available technologies that are interconnected
with the infrastructure in real time.
Smart destinations are focused on delivering highly personalized tourists’ experiences
that are context-specific and include serendipity or random discovery element.
The destinations balance the needs of the local communities and the visitors, facilitate
responsible tourism that is also sustainable, create an authentic brand that is aspirational, are
efficient in their operations, and ensure ease of access to attractions and technologies making
the latter affordable.
Smart Destinations Trend
The last aspect that was explored during the interviews was the trend shaping the
industry. Particularly, many respondents viewed smart destinations as a long-term trend. Some
commented that “may be a decade… we should definitely see all these different services
implemented over time” (Interviewee A), and “if we are talking more about small cities, I think it
will be five to 10 years at least” (Interviewee S). However, a few suggested that for some
destinations is a near future, with one of the interviewees offering the following perspective:
“I mean it probably depends on the level that we are talking about. If we and of
course it's related to your previous question right. Because if you have a city or
one of the major cities that you can find already some of these technologies being
used already” (Interviewee S).
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Figure 18: Smart Destination Vision
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The coding was completed by two coders, who discussed any discrepancies in the coding
of the interview to reach a general agreement regarding the proposed code system and the
description of codes. The researchers achieved the intercoder reliability, which was examined
based on the code occurrence and code frequency in each document that yielded 91% and 78%
agreement accordingly. Consequently, the results of this and prior analysis were used to propose
a modified framework of smart destinations.
Survey Analysis Results
As the last step of the data analysis, the survey results were analyzed to develop
organizational and individual profiles of the respondents, to understand how respondents
perceived the six smart functions, factors that could facilitate the success of smart initiatives,
overall success of destinations in implementing smart initiatives, and ultimately to construct the
smartness index. The profile of the organizations comprised of organization type, level of
tourism organization, number of people employed in the organization, and organizational budget.
Primarily, the respondents represented independent local organizations. Although in smaller
numbers, other types and levels of organizations were present in the sample. Many of the
organizations employed less than 100 people, and nearly 60% had the budget below $7,000,000
(Figure 19).
The individual profile of respondents involved their position in the organization, age, and
gender identity. The 60.1% of respondents occupied executive level positions, 26.2% director,
and 11.9% management level positions. The respondents’ age on average was between 45 and 64
(i.e., around 40%). Lastly, the sample was relatively balanced in terms of respondents’ gender
(i.e., 44.6% males and 54.8% females) (Figure 20).
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Index Development with PLS-SEM.
The subset of the data was selected to perform the PLS-SEM analysis. This subset
included organizational performance in the IT, governance, sustainability, and livability aspects.
The data were examined for the missing values first. Several observations with the missing
values that exceeded the recommended 15% level were removed from the sample. Other
observations with the missing values that did not exceed the threshold were retained for the
analysis (Hair Jr, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2016), and substituted with the series mean.
Then the mean, variance, and the data distributions were examined to identify the
suspicious response patterns. The analysis indicated one case that followed a straight lining
pattern (i.e., the same response was provided across different questions), and therefore, this
problematic case was removed from the sample. The resultant sample included a total of 164
cases or observations. This sample size exceeded the minimum sample size recommendation to
perform the PLS-SEM. For detecting R2 values of at least .25, the minimum sample requirement
to achieve a statistical power of 80% at 10% significance level was 47 (Cohen, 1992). This
estimation of the sample size was based on the maximum number of the independent variables
(i.e., nine) in the model.
Next, the data were examined for outliers using multiple boxplots. Most of the variables
had a few outliers; only one extreme outlier was found for SUSperf4 (all variables and their
labels are provided in (Table 21). However, the close examination of the outliers showed that
they were within an acceptable response range. Accordingly, all the outliers were retained since
no clear explanation was found to justify their exclusion.
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Organization Type

Level of Tourism Organization

Independent organization

City level DMO

Part of county government
County level DMO

Division of economic development
Part of city government

Regional level DMO

Division of the Chamber of Commerce
State level DMO

Other

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Organizational Budget

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

People Employed in the Organization

$15,000,001 and above

301 and more

$11,000,001-$15,000,000

101 to 200

$7,000,001-$11,000,000
51 to 100
$3,000,001-$7,000,000
10 to 50

$1,000,001-$3,000,000

less than 10

Under $1,000,000
0%

5%
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0%

Figure 19: Organizational Profile of the Sample
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55 - 64
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45 - 54
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35 - 44
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Under 35
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Figure 20: Individual Profile of the Sample
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Lastly, while the PLS-SEM did not require the normal distribution of the data, significant
deviations from normality were problematic for this procedure (Hair Jr et al., 2016). Therefore,
the values of kurtosis and skewness were additionally calculated to identify any critical
deviations from normality (Table 8). The examination showed that the data generally followed
the normal distribution, most of the values were within the acceptable ±1 range except for
ITperf8 skewness value (i.e., 1.096). This, however, was not viewed as an issue since the
departure from normality was marginal.
Content Validity, Convergent Validity, and Collinearity
Content validity was addressed during the specification of the constructs’ domain. That
is, the most comprehensive set of indicators was developed during the preceding literature
review and the qualitative research studies to fully measure the constructs. Particularly, the
measures evolved out of an extensive literature review, several in-depth case studies, and
multiple semi-structured interviews with the respondents to ensure the content validity of the
proposed constructs. This approach provided a reasonable theoretical grounding for the
development of measures that formed each of the four constructs (Diamantopoulos &
Winklhofer, 2001; Hair Jr et al., 2016).
The assessment of the convergent validity of the formative constructs could be
accomplished by correlating them with a reflective measure of the same construct (Hair et al.,
2016). As an alternative to the reflective measures, the study developed an organizational
performance index for each of the four constructs by multiplying their values. This created
additional variables that constituted the new single-item global measures for assessing the
convergent validity of the constructs. These new variables were labeled as ITindex, GOVindex,
SUSindex, and LIVindex to indicate that they were the overall assessment of the organizational
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performance. The results of the redundancy analysis supported the convergent validity for all
formative constructs; their path coefficients exceeded the recommended threshold of 0.7 (Hair et
al., 2016). The path coefficients for IT, GOV, SUS, and LIV were 0.755, 0.944, 0.951, and
0.893, respectively.

Table 8: Collinearity Statistics
Variables
ITperf1
ITperf2
ITperf3
ITperf4
ITperf5
ITperf6
ITperf7
ITperf8
ITperf9
GOVperf1
GOVperf2
GOVperf3
GOVperf4
SUSperf1
SUSperf2
SUSperf3
SUSperf4
LIVperf1
LIVperf2
LIVperf3
LIVperf4
LIVperf5
LIVperf6

VIF
1.568
1.562
1.286
1.36
1.21
1.599
1.521
3.61
3.67
2.073
2.563
2.109
1.938
1.259
1.384
1.648
1.293
1.38
1.515
1.162
1.141
1.37
1.51

The collinearity of the constructs was then assessed using the VIF values of the items
associated with each of the constructs. All values were below the recommended five thresholds;
collinearity did not achieve critical levels in any of the formative constructs, and thus, did not
present an issue in the model. Following the collinearity assessment, the outer weights, which
constituted the contribution of the items to their respective constructs, were examined. There
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were multiple items with insignificant outer weights, namely, GOVperf2, GOVperf4, ITperf2,
ITperf4, ITperf8, ITperf9, LIVperf1, LIVperf4, SUSperf1, and SUSperf2 (Table 10). However,
the outer loadings or absolute contribution of each of these items was significant (Table 11).
Moreover, the extensive literature review, along with the research studies that preceded this
research stage showed strong evidence for the items. Accordingly, all of the items were retained
in the index (Hair et al., 2016).
The created second-order formative model showed that the contribution of first-order
factors (i.e., pillars) varied from 0.298 for IT to 0.321 for Sustainability supporting the notion
that the four pillars were equally important to smart destinations. All path coefficients were
significant (i.e., p = 0.000) (Table 12). While the items with insignificant outer weights had
significant outer loadings (i.e., relative versus absolute contribution), and hence, were included
in the model, more research was needed to confirm the current index structure through further
validation of the model.
Index Application
Importance-Performance Comparison
Table 13 details mean scores, standard deviations, and variances of importance and
overall organizational performance for each of the pillars’ items. According to these descriptive
statistics, the US DMOs seem to underperform in all four smart destination pillars with some
items having a more pronounced difference compared with others. To confirm that the
differences between importance and performance were statistically significant twenty-three
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests (i.e., the non-parametric alternative to paired samples t-tests) were
completed.
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Figure 21: Redundancy Analysis - Assessment of Convergent Validity
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The application of Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests was necessary due to a violation of the
normal distribution assumption in some of the importance data. The tests confirmed that there
was a statistically significant difference (i.e., p < 0.05) in all cases except for IT9 (i.e., robotics
technology), where p-value was equal to 0.065. Accordingly, the differences between
organizational performance and importance of various smart destination aspects supported that
the US DMOs were generally underperforming.
The examination of the IT pillar showed the most limited difference for IT5 (i.e., Cloud
Services) and IT8 (i.e., autonomous vehicles). That is, organizational performance in these
aspects was close to the level of their importance for smart destinations. DMOs now integrate
Cloud Services as an essential part of their daily operations, and accordingly, their performance
in this aspect is also relatively high. The opposite is true for IT8, which was considered only
somewhat important by the respondents. The performance of DMOs in that area was likewise
poor. These findings could point to several potential issues, and the most critical one is an
inability of some organizations to recognize and to embrace more advanced technologies that
according to previous findings were expected to shape if not completely change the market
landscape.
In contrast, there seemed to be a growing realization that the future of destinations would
be driven by immersive and intelligent technologies (i.e., IT6 and IT7), both of which were
perceived as moderately important. Despite this realization, DMOs ranked their performance as
poor supporting the prior conclusion that the organizations were slow to embrace highly
advanced technologies. While various factors like limited governmental support or inadequate
financial resources could present critical challenges for the DMOs, the transition from traditional
to smart destinations may not be possible without a widespread integration of these technologies.
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Table 9: Examination of the Data Distribution
Variables
ITperf1
ITperf2
ITperf3
ITperf4
ITperf5
ITperf6
ITperf7
ITperf8
ITperf9
GOVperf1
GOVperf2
GOVperf3
GOVperf4
SUSperf1
SUSperf2
SUSperf3
SUSperf4
LIVperf1
LIVperf2
LIVperf3
LIVperf4
LIVperf5
LIVperf6

Missing
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean
3.439
3.488
4.294
2.988
3.537
2.354
2.294
1.834
1.759
4.079
3.976
4.043
3.860
3.738
3.787
3.634
3.939
4.189
3.750
4.280
3.012
3.549
3.829

Median
3
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4

Min
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1

Max
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Standard Deviation Excess Kurtosis
1.007
-0.420
1.073
-0.813
0.698
-0.358
0.981
-0.287
1.014
-0.213
1.011
0.038
0.923
-0.035
0.958
0.839
0.840
0.458
0.773
0.329
0.862
-0.225
0.858
-0.011
0.883
0.254
0.825
0.311
0.810
0.192
0.827
0.194
0.771
0.617
0.737
-0.761
0.776
-0.057
0.720
-0.526
0.969
-0.320
0.926
0.035
0.816
0.367

Skewness
-0.247
-0.237
-0.592
-0.170
-0.242
0.567
0.362
1.096
0.923
-0.538
-0.471
-0.609
-0.580
-0.330
-0.424
-0.207
-0.540
-0.409
-0.084
-0.580
-0.228
-0.284
-0.354

Table 10: Outer Weights
Relationship
ITperf1 -> IT
ITperf2 -> IT
ITperf3 -> IT
ITperf4 -> IT
ITperf5 -> IT
ITperf6 -> IT
ITperf7 -> IT
ITperf8 -> IT
ITperf9 -> IT
GOVperf1 -> GOV
GOVperf2 -> GOV
GOVperf3 -> GOV
GOVperf4 -> GOV
SUSperf1 -> SUS
SUSperf2 -> SUS
SUSperf3 -> SUS
SUSperf4 -> SUS
LIVperf1 -> LIV
LIVperf2 -> LIV
LIVperf3 -> LIV
LIVperf4 -> LIV
LIVperf5 -> LIV
LIVperf6 -> LIV

Original
Sample (O)
0.336
-0.085
0.457
0.157
0.472
-0.352
0.257
0.167
-0.096
0.586
0.103
0.375
0.089
0.007
0.136
0.678
0.397
0.020
0.267
0.243
0.122
0.280
0.508

Sample
Mean (M)
0.323
-0.089
0.422
0.154
0.450
-0.324
0.244
0.173
-0.107
0.574
0.092
0.376
0.090
0.014
0.150
0.650
0.385
0.023
0.260
0.237
0.123
0.275
0.476

Standard Deviation
(STDEV)
0.134
0.137
0.128
0.128
0.108
0.177
0.143
0.199
0.201
0.150
0.183
0.165
0.149
0.132
0.176
0.126
0.116
0.122
0.156
0.139
0.123
0.128
0.134
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T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)
2.498
0.622
3.564
1.231
4.381
1.988
1.792
0.839
0.478
3.898
0.560
2.281
0.597
0.055
0.773
5.400
3.431
0.165
1.718
1.747
0.990
2.193
3.797

P Values
0.013
0.534
0.000
0.219
0.000
0.047
0.073
0.402
0.632
0.000
0.575
0.023
0.551
0.956
0.440
0.000
0.001
0.869
0.086
0.081
0.322
0.028
0.000

Table 11: Outer Loadings
Relationship
ITperf1 -> IT
ITperf2 -> IT
ITperf3 -> IT
ITperf4 -> IT
ITperf5 -> IT
ITperf6 -> IT
ITperf7 -> IT
ITperf8 -> IT
ITperf9 -> IT
GOVperf1 -> GOV
GOVperf2 -> GOV
GOVperf3 -> GOV
GOVperf4 -> GOV
SUSperf1 -> SUS
SUSperf2 -> SUS
SUSperf3 -> SUS
SUSperf4 -> SUS
LIVperf1 -> LIV
LIVperf2 -> LIV
LIVperf3 -> LIV
LIVperf4 -> LIV
LIVperf5 -> LIV
LIVperf6 -> LIV

Original
Sample (O)
0.613
0.357
0.745
0.516
0.670
0.146
0.461
0.302
0.328
0.923
0.825
0.832
0.682
0.429
0.560
0.936
0.719
0.402
0.630
0.518
0.496
0.704
0.861

Sample
Mean (M)
0.586
0.341
0.704
0.500
0.640
0.153
0.442
0.294
0.317
0.906
0.803
0.816
0.668
0.423
0.553
0.911
0.698
0.399
0.614
0.493
0.478
0.681
0.820

Standard Deviation
(STDEV)
0.110
0.112
0.086
0.108
0.084
0.170
0.115
0.114
0.116
0.049
0.079
0.074
0.099
0.151
0.157
0.044
0.091
0.114
0.100
0.152
0.145
0.098
0.081
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T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)
5.562
3.171
8.666
4.759
7.959
0.861
4.020
2.649
2.825
18.952
10.383
11.225
6.891
2.839
3.579
21.424
7.912
3.525
6.328
3.406
3.427
7.168
10.651

P Values
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.389
0.000
0.008
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000

Figure 22: Second-order Formative Factor Model
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Table 12: Path Coefficients
Relationship

GOV -> SMARTNESS
IT -> SMARTNESS
LIV -> SMARTNESS
SUS -> SMARTNESS

Original
Sample (O)

Sample Mean
(M)

0.312
0.298
0.314
0.321

0.305
0.298
0.309
0.316

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)
0.011
0.012
0.012
0.014

T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

P
Values

29.414
24.245
25.438
23.439

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

The successful transition from traditional to smart destinations would also require an
adequate technological infrastructure. Nonetheless, the organizational performance in the IoT
aspect (i.e., IT4) was lagging. The availability of this infrastructure is a prerequisite to wider
integration of other technologies such as immersive and intelligent technologies. Thus, DMOs
need to initially focus on bridging the importance-performance gap in the IoT aspect, since the
improvements in this area may consequently facilitate a wider application of highly advanced
technologies that depend on this infrastructure.
The other IT aspects pointed to similar gaps between importance and organizational
performance, suggesting additional areas for improvement. Many agreed that Big Data (i.e.,
IT1), analytical platforms (i.e., IT2), and digital content (i.e., IT3) were very important or
extremely important to smart destinations, yet the organizational performance was lower in each
of these areas. However, all three had a higher average performance compared with other IT
aspects (e.g., IT4 or IoT) suggesting that besides Cloud Services, DMOs’ efforts were
concentrated on Big Data management, deeper integration of analytical platforms in the
organizational decision-making, and finally on developing comprehensive and appealing digital
content. While critical, those efforts do not extend to other IT aspects. In other words, DMOs
need to match these efforts with the efforts in integrating advanced technological infrastructure
and other technologies to facilitate the transition and to enhance their competitive positions.
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The examination of the governance pillar indicated that all four aspects were considered
as very important, and the organizational performance in each of them was good on average.
Still, there were gaps in the importance and actual organizational performance. Interestingly, the
most pronounced gap occurred in GOV3 or ‘establishing two-way communication with
stakeholders’ aspect. While all four areas required improvement, the DMOs should turn their
attention first to the ways they communicate with the stakeholders since the issues that surfaced
in this aspect could have a ‘spillover effect’ in other areas. Mainly, the inability of organizations
to establish effective two-way communication could weaken the collaboration aspect of
governance. In other words, if DMOs do not offer adequate ways to provide feedback, the
stakeholders may hesitate to engage in active collaboration with these organizations. Along this
line, the lack of stakeholders’ feedback may hinder the DMOs’ ability to anticipate their needs
making the governance of the destination less effective, and the transition to smart destinations
challenging.
The mean scores associated with the sustainability pillar likewise pointed to the areas that
required attention. Even though all four sustainability aspects were considered as the very
important, and organizational performance was good in these areas, there were some important
differences between importance and performance in environmental and cultural sustainability
aspects. Environmental and cultural sustainability becomes an increasing concern for many
destinations that struggle to accommodate growing tourism demand. Similarly, the US DMOs
seem to recognize that their current sustainability efforts are insufficient, and they need to exert
extra efforts to preserve its natural and cultural resources.
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Table 13: Pillars’ Descriptive Statistics
Pillar Items

Mean

IT1
IT2
IT3
IT4
IT5
IT6
IT7
IT8
IT9
GOV1
GOV2
GOV3
GOV4
SUS1
SUS2
SUS3
SUS4
LIV1
LIV2
LIV3
LIV4
LIV5
LIV6

3.94
3.91
4.70
3.45
3.73
2.82
2.84
2.10
1.91
4.51
4.42
4.64
4.24
4.35
4.20
4.08
4.47
4.80
4.29
4.71
4.35
4.39
4.35

Importance
Std.
Deviation
.982
.921
.616
1.114
1.031
.967
1.032
1.072
.962
.640
.653
.606
.843
.728
.745
.819
.636
.407
.654
.479
.756
.726
.694

Variance

Mean

.964
.848
.379
1.242
1.062
.935
1.065
1.150
.925
.410
.426
.368
.711
.531
.555
.671
.404
.166
.428
.230
.572
.526
.481

3.44
3.51
4.29
2.99
3.55
2.37
2.30
1.85
1.78
4.09
3.97
4.05
3.87
3.75
3.80
3.65
3.94
4.19
3.75
4.29
3.04
3.58
3.86

Performance
Std.
Deviation
.977
1.077
.718
.954
.993
.998
.915
.939
.831
.752
.839
.842
.863
.824
.788
.808
.751
.707
.744
.696
.945
.917
.805

Variance
.955
1.160
.515
.911
.986
.997
.836
.882
.690
.565
.705
.709
.744
.680
.622
.653
.563
.500
.553
.485
.893
.842
.648

Whereas the same was true for social and economic sustainability, the gaps between their
importance and actual organizational performance were not that pronounced. Therefore, the
destinations should primarily address the gaps that occur in environmental and cultural
sustainability to balance them out with other sustainability aspects. Smart destinations require a
holistic approach to sustainability, which may not be possible if sustainability efforts are lagging
in some areas (e.g., environmental). The holistic approach implies the need to bridge all
sustainability gaps and maintain their performance at the importance level that corresponds with
each sustainability aspect.
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Lastly, the most explicit gaps between importance and organizational performance were
found in the livability pillar. These differences could be observed in Figure 23, that presents the
gaps across various aspects of the four pillars. The most critical gaps of the Livability pillar were
present in LIV1 (i.e., the safety of locals and visitors), LIV4 (i.e., convenient transportation
options), and LIV5 (i.e., diverse and all-embracing community). The LIV1 gap was indicative of
the need to improve the safety of the local communities and visitors that came to the destination.
Safety was perceived as highly important by the respondents, and even though the organizational
performance in that area was good, destinations recognized the need to take the safety measures
to the next level.

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Importance

Performance

Figure 23: Differences between Importance and Performance of the Pillars’ Items
The LIV4 and LIV5 gaps were even more pronounced. Specifically, the destinations
seemed to struggle with providing the necessary and quality transportation options, and thus,
improving the mobility of the locals and visitors. The respondents ranked LIV4 as very
important, while the organizational performance in this aspect was perceived as acceptable. A
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similar issue was present in LIV5, implying the need to introduce more diversity to the local
communities and to create a more accepting environment. While the gaps exist, the destinations
may not be able to become Smart since these aspects are important in the evolution of the
destinations from traditional to smart. Accordingly, the destinations need to fill the gaps in some
of the most critical areas like transportation or mobility first before bridging the other gaps.
However, as it was suggested previously, the transition to smart destinations would require a
comprehensive approach that should not only target the most critical aspects but should focus on
improving all the identified areas and sustaining those efforts.
DMOs Effectiveness in Smart Initiatives
The developed smartness index then was applied to determine the DMOs’ effectiveness
in implementing smart initiatives compared with the maximum possible performance. The mean
score of the item’s importance was multiplied by the organizational performance of the same
item. The maximum effectiveness was determined by multiplying the items’ importance by the
maximum performance score possible (i.e., 5). The actual effectiveness was then divided by the
maximum effectiveness to determine its percentage. The effectiveness was consequently
compared with the maximum effectiveness indicating again that DMOs were somewhat
underperforming in various aspects of the smartness index.
The comparison of the IT items indicated that DMOs’ achieved the highest effectiveness
in digital content, Big Data, and Cloud Services (i.e., IT3, IT1, and IT5), the aspects that were
commonly well developed across the organizations. However, their effectiveness was notably
lower in IoT, immersive technology, intelligent technology, autonomous vehicles technology,
and robotics technology aspects (i.e., IT4, IT6, IT7, IT8, and IT9). The DMO was able to achieve
more effectiveness in the e-governance with all four aspects ranging from 77% to 82%
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efficiency. Somewhat lower effectiveness was observed across sustainability measures with the
lowest one being social sustainability (i.e., SUS3). Finally, the effectiveness of DMOs was
acceptable across all the livability aspects except for convenient transportation options (i.e.,
LIV4) suggesting this as a critical area for improvement across different destinations. The
application of the index showed that could be used by the organizations to more objectively
evaluate their performance in various smart destination aspects.

Table 14: Application of the Smartness Index
Indicators
IT1
IT2
IT3
IT4
IT5
IT6
IT7
IT8
IT9
GOV1
GOV2
GOV3
GOV4
SUS1
SUS2
SUS3
SUS4
LIV1
LIV2
LIV3
LIV4
LIV5
LIV6

Importance
3.95
3.91
4.72
3.46
3.74
2.82
2.85
2.12
1.91
4.52
4.42
4.64
4.24
4.35
4.21
4.08
4.47
4.8
4.28
4.7
4.35
4.39
4.34

Performance
3.44
3.51
4.29
2.99
3.54
2.37
2.29
1.83
1.78
4.08
3.98
4.04
3.86
3.75
3.79
3.63
3.94
4.19
3.75
4.28
3.01
3.55
3.83

Effectiveness
13.58
13.72
20.25
10.32
13.22
6.68
6.53
3.89
3.40
18.43
17.59
18.77
16.38
16.31
15.94
14.83
17.6
20.11
16.05
20.13
13.09
15.56
16.62

EffectivenessMAX
19.74
19.55
23.58
17.28
18.68
14.1
14.24
10.61
9.55
22.59
22.12
23.12
21.22
21.75
21.05
20.41
22.34
24
21.4
23.51
21.73
21.93
21.7

Effectiveness%
69%
70%
86%
60%
71%
47%
46%
37%
36%
82%
80%
81%
77%
77%
76%
73%
79%
84%
75%
86%
60%
71%
77%

Pillars and Successful Application of Smart Initiatives
The study additionally applied a multiple regression analysis to understand the extent to
which the identified smart destinations pillars contributed to the successful application of smart
initiatives. For this purpose, the mean scores were calculated for each of the pillar, creating the
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new variables that were labeled as ITperf, GOVperf, SUSperf, and LIVperf. These variables
constituted the set of independent variables in the analysis, while the dependent variable (i.e.,
SCC) reflected the perceived success in integrating smart initiatives by the destinations.
The multiple regression analysis required the data to meet several important assumptions,
namely, adequate sample size (i.e., at least 15 cases per predictor), multicollinearity and
singularity, outliers, and finally normality, linearity, homoscedasticity, and independence of
residuals (Pallant, 2013). The assumption of the sample size was met since the original sample
size was 181, and there were four predictors in the model. The assumption of multicollinearity
and singularity was likewise satisfied. The bivariate correlations between the predictors were
above 0.30 and did not exceed 0.50 level. Further, the multicollinearity diagnostic based on
tolerance and VIF did not identify any issues. The tolerance values were above 0.1 level, while
VIFs were below the required threshold (i.e., 10). Next, the examination of the normal
probability plot of the regression standardized residuals along with the scatterplot of the
standardized residuals did not reveal critical violations in other assumptions. Accordingly, the
multiple regression analysis was conducted to test the relationships between the pillars and the
successful implementation of smart initiatives.

Table 15: Multiple Regression Model Results
Model
Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

20.788

4

5.197

14.253

.000

59.069
79.856

162
166

.365

The model reached statistical significance (i.e., F = 14.253, p = 0.000). The multiple
regression analysis found that the pillars explained 26% of the variance in the successful
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implementation of smart initiatives destination-wide (Table 15). The standardized coefficients
additionally pointed to the individual contribution of each independent variable to the prediction
of the dependent variable. This contribution came primarily from ITperf and LIVperf variables;
the unique contribution of the other two variables was limited and did not achieve statistical
significance (Table 16).

Table 16: Multiple Regression Predictor Evaluation
Standardized
Coefficients
Model
(Constant)
ITperf
GOVperf
SUSperf
LIVperf

Beta
-.269
-.141
.056
-.277

Correlations
t
12.608
-3.571
-1.685
.675
-3.298

Sig.
.000
.000
.094
.500
.001

Collinearity
Statistics

Partial

Part

Tolerance

VIF

-.270
-.131
.053
-.251

-.241
-.114
.046
-.223

.803
.652
.671
.648

1.245
1.535
1.491
1.544

Interestingly, all the predictors except for SUSperf had negative standardized coefficient
suggesting that an increase in organizational performance in any of these three aspects would
decrease the overall destination performance and vice versa. These reverse relationships could
indicate that when it comes to livability, IT, and governance, DMOs may expect other players to
engage in smart initiatives associated with these pillars. Hence, a decrease in the DMOs
performance could translate into a higher destination performance since these responsibilities are
fulfilled by other stakeholders like local authorities. On the contrary, if DMOs take the lead in
implementing smart efforts, the destination performance could decrease since those efforts are
now primarily associated with these organizations rather than with destinations and other
stakeholders in general. This is a critical finding that shows that despite the importance of
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concerted efforts in transitioning from traditional to smart destinations, those efforts remain
fragmented.
The finding, however, did not generalize to the sustainability aspect, where an increase in
DMOs’ performance would also enhance the overall destination performance. In other words,
sustainability, unlike other aspects, seemed to be perceived as a destination-wide effort that is
reflected in the DMOs’ performance. These conclusions, nevertheless, should be treated with
caution due to a relatively low R Square, which suggests that there could be other important
factors that may influence and change the nature of these relationships, and this finding opens an
avenue for future research.
Financial Resources and Organizational Performance in Smart Initiatives
The findings from the interviews’ analysis pointed to some of the factors that might
facilitate the success of smart tourism initiatives. According to those findings, one of the factors
that could have a substantial influence over organizational performance in four pillars is funding.
To understand the effect of this factor, the study applied four one-way between-groups
ANOVAs, where organizational budget (i.e., BUDGET_ORG) constituted the independent
variable with six categories: under $1,000,000, $1,000,001-$3,000,000, $3,000,001-$7,000,000,
$3,000,001-$7,000,000, $7,000,001-$11,000,000, $11,000,001-$15,000,000, $15,000,001 and
above. The dependent variables that would reflect the overall organizational performance were
calculated by summing up the items scores for each pillar separately (e.g., GOVperf1 +
GOVperf2 + GOVperf3 + GOVperf4), and this procedure was accomplished for all cases in the
sample. The new overall organizational performance variables were labeled as ITperfS,
GOVperfS, SUSperfS, LIVperfS.
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Like other parametric techniques, ANOVAs required that specific assumptions were met.
Those assumptions involved random sampling, independence of observations, normal
distribution of the data, and homogeneity of variance. Independence of observations assumption
was met since the respondents fell into one category only. The examination of the data
distribution indicated that it also met the normality assumption; that is, the distribution of the
dependent variables approximated normal. The last assumption was assessed based on the
Levene’s statistics or test of homogeneity of variances. The outcome of the test was not
significant in all four cases indicating that the homogeneity of variance assumption was likewise
satisfied. Accordingly, four one-way between-groups ANOVAs were applied to test the
relationship between organizational budget and performance in four smart pillars.

Table 17: One-way Between-Groups ANOVAs Results
ITperfS

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

614.646

5

122.929

Within Groups

4046.103

174

23.253

Total

4660.749

179

42.046

5

8.409

Within Groups

1361.747

174

7.826

Total
Between Groups

1403.792

179

14.472

5

2.894

Within Groups

935.920

174

5.379

Total
Between Groups

950.392

179

100.971

5

20.194

Within Groups

1590.641

174

9.142

Total

1691.611

179

Between Groups

GOVperfS Between Groups

SUSperfS

LIVperfS
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F

Sig.

5.286 .000

1.074 .376

.538

.747

2.209 .055

Out of four one-way between-groups ANOVAs, only the analysis for ITperfS yielded
statistically significant results. That is, the organizational budget influenced the way
organizations performed in the IT pillar. The multiple pairwise comparisons (i.e., Tukey HSD
tests) between different budget categories uncovered statistically significant differences in
several categories. Particularly, the performance of organizations with $15,000,001 and above
budget was higher than for organizations with a budget of $1,000,000 and $1,000,001$3,000,000. The tests also found a significant difference in the performance of organizations
with $1,000,000 and $1,000,001-$3,000,000 budgets with the latter performing better than the
former. No other statistically significant differences between organizations were found. While
these findings support the proposition that available funding has an influence over organizational
performance in four smart pillars, it could not account for differences in some categories, and
this implied that there might be other factors that facilitate or interfere with organizational
performance, and more research was needed in this area.
Importance of the DMOs’ Functions
The next procedure involved MANOVA. The level of the organization represented the
independent variables, while the set of DMOs functions - dependent variables. This was
necessary to understand whether organizations agreed that all six functions were important for
DMOs that were part of smart destinations. MANOVA required satisfaction of several important
assumptions: sample size, normality (i.e., univariate and multivariate), outliers (i.e., univariate
and multivariate), multicollinearity and singularity, and homogeneity of variance-covariance
matrices.
The dependent variables were examined for univariate outliers. Several functions (i.e.,
PROMO_FNC, LEAD_FNC, TRNS_FNC, and REL_FNC) had some outliers, which were
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removed due to MANOVAs sensitivity to the outliers. The data was then assessed for univariate,
multivariate normality, and the multivariate outliers. The performed tests of normality indicated
that the data did not follow the normal distribution. However, the examination of the normality
plots showed that while the data departed from a normal distribution, those departures were not
excessive and critical.
The multivariate outliers and normality were examined using linear regression to
determine Mahalanobis distance. No multivariate outliers were found, the Mahalanobis distance
(i.e., 19.848) was lower than the corresponding critical value of chi-square table (i.e., 22.46 for
six dependent variables) (Pallant, 2013; Tabachnik & Fidell, 2001). This analysis additionally
suggested that the data followed a multivariate normal distribution. The multicollinearity and
singularity were examined based on the bivariate correlations, which showed no extreme
correlations. Finally, the homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices was assessed with the
Box’s test, according to which this assumption was not violated. The significance (i.e., 0.401)
exceeded the 0.001 level.
Table 18: Test of Between-Subjects Effects for Organizational Level

Source
LEV_ORG Standardized
Residual for
INFO_FNC
Standardized
Residual for
COMM_FNC
Standardized
Residual for
REL_FNC
Standardized
Residual for
TRNS_FNC

Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

.387

3

.129

.132

.941

.003

.071

3

.024

.024

.995

.000

.188

3

.063

.067

.977

.001

.428

3

.143

.148

.931

.003
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Type III
Sum of
Squares

Source

Standardized
Residual for
.138
PROMO_FNC
Standardized
Residual for
.133
LEAD_FNC

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

3

.046

.052

.984

.001

3

.044

.045

.987

.001

Accordingly, MANOVA was applied to test the hypothesis that the proposed DMOs
functions were perceived equally important across the different levels of DMOs. The test failed
to reject the null hypothesis; no significant differences between the four levels of organizations
were found. This finding supported the new structure to the core functions of the DMO that now
also included leadership along with the other five functions. Considering the mean values, all the
functions were ranked consistently high (i.e., ‘very important’) except the transaction function
(i.e., TRNS_FNC) that had a slightly lower mean score. Nonetheless, this function was
considered ‘moderately important’ to ‘very important’ by the respondents.

Table 19: DMOs Functions Descriptive Statistics.
DMOs functions
INFO_FNC
COMM_FNC
REL_FNC
TRNS_FNC
PROMO_FNC
LEAD_FNC

N
171
171
169
168
167
170

Descriptive statistics
Mean
Std. Deviation
4.56
0.565
4.44
0.585
4.34
0.698
3.64
0.836
4.64
0.593
4.35
0.749

Variance
0.319
0.342
0.487
0.700
0.352
0.561

Table 20: Success Facilitating Factors and Perceived Success Descriptive Statistics.
Facilitating factors/
Perceived Success
INNO_SCC
KNOW_SCC
SIZE_SCC
FUND_SCC

N
167
167
167
167

Descriptive statistics
Mean
Std. Deviation
4.204
0.645
4.168
0.655
2.970
1.205
4.246
0.772
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Variance
0.416
0.430
1.451
0.596

Facilitating factors/
Perceived Success
INFRA_SCC
SSPRT_SCC
GSPRT_SCC
TIME_SCC
ENERGY_SCC
SCC

N
167
167
142
167
166
167

Descriptive statistics
Mean
Std. Deviation
4.174
0.799
4.527
0.735
4.338
0.914
4.138
0.667
4.235
0.687
3.65
0.694

Variance
0.638
0.540
0.835
0.445
0.472
0.481

The facilitating factors of the smart initiatives’ success were likewise ranked consistently
as very important except the size of the destination (i.e., SIZE_SCC). As one of the interviewees
explained, the size would not necessarily matter because some of the smaller DMOs with a
limited budget were quite innovative. Lastly, the mean score that reflects the perceived success
of destinations in implementing smart tourism Initiatives indicated that the responses varied
between ‘neither successful nor unsuccessful’ and ‘somewhat successful.’ The finding suggested
a positive trend in implementing smart initiatives across various destinations. That is,
destinations were striving towards becoming smart. However, a limited number of DMOs
considered their destinations very successful. This and other conclusions were based on the
procedures performed in Microsoft Excel, IBM SPSS 26, and Smart PLS 3.

Table 21: Variables Used in the Analysis and Their Labels
Variables
IT1
IT2
IT3
IT4
IT5
IT6
IT7
IT8
IT9
GOV1
GOV2
GOV3
GOV4

Labels
Big data
Analytical platforms
Digital content
Internet of Things
Cloud Services
Immersive technology
Intelligent technology
Autonomous vehicles
Robotics technology
Anticipation of stakeholders' needs
Proactive provision of the information to stakeholders
Establishing a two-way communication with stakeholders
Active collaboration with stakeholders in the decision-making process
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Variables
SUS1
SUS2
SUS3
SUS4
LIV1
LIV2
LIV3
LIV4
LIV5
LIV6
ITindex
GOVindex
SUS index
LIVindex
ITperfS
GOVperfS
SUSperfS
LIVperfS
LEV_ORG
INFO_FNC
COMM_FNC
REL_FNC
TRNS_FNC
PROMO_FNC
LEAD_FNC
INNO_SCC
KNOW_SCC
SIZE_SCC
FUND_SCC
INFRA_SCC
SSPRT_SCC
GSPRT_SCC
TIME_SCC
ENERGY_SCC
SCC

Labels
Environmental sustainability
Economic sustainability
Social sustainability
Cultural sustainability
Safety of locals and visitors
Support of healthy community
Information access for locals and visitors
Convenient transportation options
Diverse and all-embracing community
Civic and social engagement
IT performance index
E-governance performance index
Sustainability performance index
Livability performance index
Organizational performance in IT
Organizational performance in e-governance
Organizational performance in sustainability
Organizational performance in livability
Organizational level
Information function
Communication function
Relationship function
Transaction function
Brand promotion function
Leadership function
Innovative culture
Specialized knowledge
Destination size
Funding
Developed infrastructure
Stakeholder’s support
Government support
Time to engage in initiatives
Energy to carry out initiatives
Perceived destination success in implementing smart Initiatives
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS
Many cities are now involved in the smart initiatives that will benefit local communities
and visitors alike. The City of San Antonio recently embraced the smart urban development
focusing on the improvement of public spaces, human connectivity, and multimodal mobility.
The City approved $850 million bond investment “in new parks, roads, sidewalks, bridges, and
other infrastructure to make it easier and more enjoyable for locals and visitors to experience the
city” (Visit San Antonio, 2018, p. 7).
However, the integration of smart technologies is no longer limited to the urban centers,
and these initiatives are spreading within the hospitality and the tourism industries. IBM has
recently introduced an AI-powered digital assistant to the hospitality industry. Watson Assistant,
the voice and chat platform, is an alternative to Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s
Cortana, and Google Assistant that is integrated on the enterprise level as opposed to the
consumer level. The assistant is not designed for the application at the personal level (e.g., in
private residences) like other digital assistants, but instead developed for the integration by hotel
operators at the property level and brand-wide (Oates, 2018). The Watson Assistant will provide
an essential platform for highly personalized interactions between hotel brands and their
customers.
The AI or cognitive computing technologies that rely on machine learning algorithms and
use natural language processing to facilitate a human-like interaction are increasingly applied in
the tourism industry, where they assist hospitality employees in providing better experiences and
smarter trip planning to the customers. These technologies additionally track, analyze, and
forecast data so that companies could make highly informed decisions about their operations
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(IBM, 2017). “Smart personalization and data-driven strategies are no longer good-to-haves for
travel brands. Both are essential for success” (O’Neill, 2019, p. 24)
The growing application of smart technologies in the tourism industry signified the
transition from smart cities to smarter destinations. Some suggested that smart destinations were
special cases of smart cities because they functioned based on similar principles (Gretzel et al.,
2015). In contrast, this study argued that despite similarities, smart destinations were unique
entities with distinct objectives, and this distinction necessitated the development of specialized
knowledge about the concept.
The theoretical and practical knowledge of smart destinations remained critically limited
in the tourism field (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2013). While the subject increasingly attracted the
attention of practitioners and researchers, there was a lack of studies that explored the subject
based on specific cases, projects, and stakeholders. Instead, the research was primarily focused
on corporate and governmental documents (Kitchin, 2015). This approach, however, could
inevitably offer an incomplete and shallow understanding of the highly complex concept of
smart destinations. Accordingly, the primary objectives of these research study were: 1) to
develop a comprehensive theoretical framework of Smart Destinations based on the specific case
studies and interviews with various stakeholders, and 2) to create and to apply the smartness
index that could serve as a practical tool for destinations that strived to become smart.
The highly complex nature of the smart destinations concept required a pragmatic
approach to achieve the research objectives. This approach allowed choosing methods,
techniques, and procedures needed without imposing restrictive assumptions of the dominant
paradigms (i.e., constructivism and positivism) (Creswell, 2009). The methodological flexibility
of the pragmatic approach was mirrored in the mixed methods research design of this study.
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Particularly, the study adopted the sequential mixed methods design, where qualitative research
preceded, and consequently, informed quantitative study (Riley & Love, 2000).
The study employed the three-stage methodology. The first stage involved the assessment
of DMOs websites. The DMOs were chosen as the medium to reflect the smartness of tourism
destinations based on the assumption that their primary purpose was to represent and promote
their destinations. Accordingly, the technological sophistication of these organizations and their
websites (i.e., DMSs) could likewise reflect smart initiatives implemented destination-wide. The
positioning of these organizations as the promotion vehicle for tourism destinations made them
the most likely candidates to engage and to implement smart initiatives. Thus, the examination of
DMOs’ websites was an important first step in constructing the concept of smart destinations.
Consequently, the study chose and examined four DMOs’ websites, namely, Visit
Britain, Visit the USA, Visit Manchester, and Discover Hong Kong. All four cases implemented
some of the progressive technologies that ranged from the creation of highly intense
technological experiences to the integration of more advanced technologies (i.e., AR and VR).
The competitive position of these destinations further reflected their innovative orientation
(Porter, 1990).
The extent of the collected information per case varied depending on the point of
theoretical saturation from 642 files (i.e., website screenshots) in case of Visit Britain to 884 files
in case of Visit Manchester. The information (i.e., textual, visual, and audio) was then assigned
various codes that evolved out of the preceding literature review and the websites’ analysis. All
the coding procedures were completed in the MAXQDA 2018 software. The analysis resulted in
10,050 coded segments. The quality of the research was ensured through the achievement of
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intercoder agreement and triangulation (i.e., the involvement of different researchers in the
project and reliance on distinct sources of information to reach the conclusions).
The website analysis supported multiple codes from the a priori framework. However, a
few of initially developed codes did not emerge from the analysis (e.g., tourists), whereas some
new codes were added to complement the framework. The analysis resulted in ten core themes,
36 codes, and sub codes. The primary findings were focused on the DMOs/DMSs functions, the
IT pillar, and the key smart destination stakeholders.
The analysis confirmed that all five functions were critical to DMOs that represented the
emerging smart destinations. Next, the only pillar that emerged from the analysis was smart IT
services. While the analysis hinted at the existence of other pillars, the taken approach could not
account for them directly presenting a limitation of the website analysis and this research project.
The similar issue surfaced with some of the codes from the a priori framework. For example, the
analysis likewise could not account for tourists’ presence on the DMOs’ websites directly since
their presence was mediated by another stakeholder (i.e., media). This limitation, however, did
not apply to smart IT services.
The finding showed that web media technology (i.e., visual and audio technologies used
on the DMOs websites) and connected technology (e.g., Cloud Services) had the most
application compared to more advanced technologies (e.g., immersive technology). In other
words, despite the competitive position of the selected DMOs and their innovative orientation,
they were slowly integrating the advanced technologies. The critical implication of the finding
was that destinations and the DMOs needed to more intensively integrate advanced technologies
in their operations to maintain their competitive positions and to facilitate the transition of these
destinations from traditional to smart.
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Customers are becoming increasingly accustomed to the presence of immersive and
intelligent technologies in their daily lives. The immersive technologies belong to a new
generation of extended reality technology or XR that embraces a range of experiences that blend
the digital and real world and contribute to experiences that are more emotional and empathetic.
Accordingly, “XR will have a profound impact on the world of business and the world of work
in ways that we have not even begun to conceive” (Le Jehan, 2018, p. 25). The inability of the
destinations to meet this new demand for experiences infused with the advanced technologies
may translate into a lower demand, reduced economic activity, and ultimately to a loss of the
current competitive position in the market.
Finally, the website analysis was used to confirm and to expand the list of key
stakeholders in the development of smart destinations. The other stakeholders that were included
in the framework were IT companies (e.g., Google), educational institutions, and non-tourism
organizations (e.g., economic development organizations). The website analysis also pointed to
various transportation and attractions subsectors interconnected with the DMSs. The presence of
other Tourism Industry sub sectors was more limited on the websites preventing any further
differentiation. This was another limitation of the website analysis. Moreover, since the websites
could be constantly updated and undergo substantial changes, new technologies and other
stakeholders might have been incorporated into the DMS. Thus, these changes would not be
reflected in the collected data, analysis, and consequently, findings.
Considering the limitations of the conducted analysis, the future research may examine
the technological sophistication of DMOs and destinations they represent by focusing on other
potentially more representative examples that are not only engaged in smart initiatives but also
actively participate in their implementation. Such research may uncover other critical issues that
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destinations are faced with in their transition from traditional to smart. Also, future studies could
discover currently hidden technological trends that are shaping the industry, other aspects that
form smart destinations’ pillars along with additional key stakeholders. All this information will
be critical to a further development of smart destinations framework proposed in this research.
The analysis of the DMOs’ websites was followed by multiple interviews with the
different stakeholders, namely, DMOs and City Councils’ representatives, other industry
practitioners, and university professors. The industry practitioners were included as the result of
a snowballing sampling strategy; they were referred by other interviewees as someone who could
provide important insights into smart technologies and their application in the tourism industry.
The total of 21 interviews was completed. The interview analysis was performed in MAXQDA
2018. Whereas the analysis of the interviews relied on the framework that emerged from the
website analysis, this framework underwent substantial changes with some codes removed,
replaced, merged, or added. Consequently, there were seventeen core themes, 84 codes, and sub
codes (i.e., 2nd, 3rd, and 4th levels) in the final framework. The quality of this study was likewise
ensured through the achievement of intercoder agreement and triangulation.
One of the primary findings of the interview analysis was the addition of another DMOs’
function, namely, smart leadership. This finding departed from the previous research, where
DMOs were viewed as the organizations that could play the key roles in the development of
smart initiatives (Gretzel et al., 2016). Contrary to that, this research study suggested that DMOs
needed to take the leadership position in the transition from traditional to smart destinations. The
lack of necessary resources or specialized knowledge might prevent these organizations from
taking the leading role. However, the implication of this finding was that destinations needed one
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leading force that would unite the efforts in creating smarter and more competitive destinations,
and DMOs were the organizations that possessed the capabilities to become that force.
The interview analysis provided new insights into the pillars of smart destinations. All
four pillars emerged from the analysis; nevertheless, many of their sub codes were modified. For
example, the IT Services now also incorporated analytical platforms, robotics technology, and
autonomous vehicles technology. This finding presented a much broader view of the advanced
technologies that could shape the future of destinations. The trend towards more advanced
technologies is already emerging in some sectors of the tourism industry. Particularly, “the smart
hotelier of today is investing in next-generation tech capabilities such as artificial intelligence,
machine learning, voice capabilities, virtual reality, robotics, and more, but all with the guest
experience in mind” (Stone, 2018, p. 1).
The interviews analysis additionally contributed to a more detailed perspective on
livability pillar by integrating health and information access as new codes, and e-governance
pillar by including anticipatory code. Some of the initially developed codes for e-governance
(i.e., personalized and context-smart) codes were later assigned to tourists’ experiences code
emphasizing the critical differences between smart cities and smart destinations with the latter
focusing on the needs and experiences of tourists in addition to the local communities. This
finding resonated with some of the earlier conceptualizations of smart destinations offered in the
literature, where these destinations were viewed as entities that enhanced the visitors’
experiences and the quality of the locals’ life (Gretzel et al., 2015; Lopez de Avila, 2015). This
research, however, departed from other conceptualizations in suggesting that the needs of locals
and visitors must be balanced without giving priority to one over the other. This aspect is
extremely critical and should be present in smart destinations conceptualizations.
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One of the important implications of the interview analysis was the conceptualization of
the smart destinations vision, where the balance between the needs of locals and visitors was
included alongside other essential components such as the existence of affordable technologies,
efficient, responsible and sustainable operations. This conceptualization was more
comprehensive, and thus, achieved a deeper level of precision compared with some of the
previously offered definitions of smart destinations that primarily revolved around efficiency,
sustainability, and interconnectedness themes.
Another critical point of departure from other research literature related to the tourist
experiences aspect in the proposed conceptualization. Like other definitions, this study viewed
tourists’ experiences of smart destinations as personalized and contextualized. However, the
meaning assigned to the personalized experiences here extended beyond the mere customization
to incorporate serendipity or random discovery element. This finding implied that customization
of tourist experiences might no longer be enough. The new requirement presented critical
challenges along with opportunities to tourism destinations. Particularly, the ability to create not
only customized but one of a kind experiences might substantially enhance destination image
and contribute to the creation of an authentic brand that was likewise essential to smart
destinations.
The interviews analysis additionally suggested factors that might facilitate the success of
smart initiatives with developed infrastructure, stakeholders’ support, and shared culture
representing some of the factors. These findings offered critical implications for future research
that might specifically focus on the factors that contribute or hinder the development of smart
initiatives and probe for more in-depth knowledge of the subject. Lastly, the analysis of the
interviews showed smart destinations as a long-term trend, even though some destinations were
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more advanced in the application of smart technologies and the achievement of other important
goals such as sustainability.
While this study contributed to the research and practice in the tourism field, the
perspective presented here might be incomplete since some of the key stakeholders were not
interviewed, and therefore, other aspects of smart destinations might remain unexplored.
Particularly, future research should examine and incorporate perspectives of other stakeholders,
for example, locals, tourism businesses, and tourists, to form a more comprehensive
conceptualization of smart destination. The failure to integrate the views of other key
stakeholders could inevitably result in a shallower understanding of the concept and inability to
fully comprehend what smart destinations are.
Moreover, future research studies may additionally probe into the role of the serendipity
component in tourists’ experiences and how destinations could design experiences that in
addition to personalization involve serendipity or random and exciting discovery in them.
Whereas the analysis of the interviews uncovered this new and critical element that should be
now incorporated into visitors’ experiences, it remains unclear what technologies have the
capability to facilitate these experiences and how this component could be integrated to create
one of a kind and memorable experience.
Lastly, this research was primarily conducted within the USA, and accordingly, tourism
researchers are encouraged to expand their sample to other regions and countries, which could
likewise contribute to a more comprehensive knowledge of the concept. Many regions, countries,
and cities are currently involved in smart initiatives. The extent of their involvement, however,
could vary, and this necessitates the inclusion of respondents, who are more spread
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geographically, and who may provide some unique insights into the concept due to their different
background and distinct experience with smart initiatives.
The final stage of the research methodology involved the development of survey using
the information obtained during the website analysis and the interviews, and its subsequent
distribution to the DMOs’ representatives to construct and to apply the smartness index. The
survey was completed by respondents in the management, director, and executive level positions.
The respondents represented various organizations. Despite that, some organizations had a more
limited presence compared with others making this one of the limitations of the conducted study
— for example, the sample comprised primarily of city and county level organizations. A similar
issue did not seem to be prevalent in the individual profiles of the respondents. Finally, the study
focused on the USA DMOs only without incorporating organizations from other regions
countries.
While the focus on the US-based DMO presents a limitation of the final research stage, it
also offers a new avenue for research that engages respondents from different organizations and
other regions, countries, and cities. The research that will involve respondents with diverse
backgrounds could assist in supporting or expanding the current structure of the smartness index.
Moreover, such research may further examine the application of the smartness index to the actual
performance of organizations and destinations to uncover critical areas for improvement and
suggest the direction that they should follow to become smart.
The survey results were used to construct the smartness index with PLS-SEM. The
factors that formed the foundation of the model were examined for content validity, convergent
validity, and collinearity. Once the criteria were satisfied, the index was created as the secondorder formative model in Smart PLS 3 with the pillars forming the first layer of the model and
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smartness being the second overarching factor. Several items had insignificant outer weights.
However, all were retained due to significant outer loadings and extensive support from the
literature review and preceding qualitative research.
The core limitation of the index development stage was the inability to further assess the
model by including other reflective or formative constructs related to the concept of smart
destinations. The tourism research in this area lacked so as the valid measures related to the
concept. Accordingly, the important implication for future research was the need to further
validate the index through other measures of the concept (e.g., mediating or moderating factors).
The availability of these measures is critical to consequent validation of the index, and the
advancement of research in smart tourism and smart destinations areas. While conceptually
oriented studies are essential, there is a pressing need for practical research that constructs and
validates measures related to diverse aspects of smart destinations and smart tourism. Besides the
index validation, the inclusion of such measures in a more complex model may uncover the
relationship with other smartness concepts and the effect these concepts have on one another.
The index was applied to the survey data to assess the performance of organizations in
different aspects of smartness, namely, IT, sustainability, livability, and e-governance. The
differences between importance and performance of various aspects were examined with
multiple Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests, most of which achieved statistical significance. Next, the
importance-performance comparison showed that organizations, and hence, destinations were
underperforming in all aspects; however, for some, this gap was more pronounced. One
important finding that emerged from the comparison was an inability of organizations to
recognize and to embrace more advanced technologies. That is, DMOs did not find some of the
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advanced technologies important, and their performance in these areas was equally poor. Other
gaps, along with the potential implications, were likewise discussed.
Consequently, the study employed a multiple regression to examine the effect of smart
pillars on the overall destination performance in the application of smart initiatives. While the
relationship was found to be significant, the relationship itself was quite weak. Potential reasons
behind the weak relationship were discussed, and one of them suggested that there was a lack of
concerted efforts between DMOs and other destination stakeholders. Finally, multiple one-way
between groups ANOVAs were used to test the effect of financial resources on the
organizational performance in smart initiatives. The effect was found to be significant for the IT
pillar only. Specifically, higher budget translated into a higher performance for some
organizations. However, this finding did not generalize across other categories; therefore, this
result pointed to the need to examine the influence of other factors on organizational, and hence,
destination performance.
To conclude, the survey analysis supported the importance of all six smart DMOs’
functions across various organizations and found that the only factor that had a limited influence
on the successful development of smart tourism was the destination size. The final finding of the
analysis was the positive trend in engagement and implementing smart initiatives by the
organizations and the destinations that these destinations represented. The finding implied that
even though smart destinations were perceived as a long-term trend by the interviewees, the
destinations were becoming increasingly involved in smart initiatives signifying the critical turn
in the tourism industry towards smarter destinations.
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Introduction
The purpose of this study is to understand what constitutes the concept of Smart Destinations
(i.e., destinations that integrate highly advanced technologies in their daily operations). The
study is a part of my dissertation research at the Rosen College of Hospitality Management,
University of Central Florida. I will conduct multiple interviews with representatives of
Destination Marketing/Management Organizations (DMOs), City Councils, other industry
practitioners, and faculty members knowledgeable about the subject of the study. With your
consent, the interview will be audio-recorded.
Your name and contact details will be kept confidential and will not be associated with the
answers that you provide. The questions in this interview will focus on various aspects of Smart
Tourism and Smart Destinations. Your answers to the questions and any other general
information that I will collect during the interview will be available to the researcher(s) involved
in the project only and will not be accessible to anyone outside of the research project. Let me
know if you have any questions before we begin.
Background information
No. of the interview:
Type of the organization:
Position in the organization:
Opening questions
Q1. How will technologies shape the future of destinations?
Probe: their effects on destinations, on travel
Q2. How do you envision smart tourism?
Probe: for the destination, your organization, destination visitors
Q3. Currently, are there any smart tourism initiatives at your destination?
Probe: your involvement, objectives
Key questions
Q4. How could your organization contribute to smart tourism?
Probe: what resources, roles
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Q5. Besides your organization, who do you consider as the key players in the smart tourism
initiatives?
Probe: what organizations, businesses, individuals, their roles
Q6. What technologies are essential to smart tourism?
Probe: services (i.e., cloud services), equipment, infrastructure (i.e., Internet of Things)
Q7. How could destinations become more sustainable through modern technologies?
Probe: environmentally, socially, economically, and culturally
Q8. What principles of governance/management are fundamental to the development of smart
tourism?
Probe: why, other principles such as transparency

Q9. How could modern technologies improve the quality of life?
Probe: for local communities, for visitors
Q10. What would make tourism destinations smart?
Probe: what vision, values, objectives
Closing questions
Q11. Do you consider any destination smart?
Probe: examples, why, what these destinations have/lack
Q12. How long will it take for major tourism destinations to become smart?
Probe: why, factors, trends, obstacles
Q13. What is essential to the success of smart tourism initiatives?
Probe: what factors, environment, conditions
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Survey Title Page
You are invited to participate in the survey for the research study about Smart Destinations
conducted by Ekaterina Sorokina, a Ph.D. candidate, and Dr. Youcheng Wang, Professor, and
Dean of the UCF Rosen College of Hospitality Management. The purpose of this research study
is to understand what constitutes the emerging concept of Smart Destinations, the destinations
that strive to implement advanced technologies in their daily operations. Your responses will
assist in understanding the conditions necessary for traditional destinations to become Smart.
The survey should not take longer than 10-15 minutes to complete. Your participation is
voluntary, but we sincerely hope that you will be able to participate. Your contact details
will be kept confidential and will not be associated with the provided responses. The collected
data will be kept for five years on a password protected computer and the Qualtrics passwordsecure site.
For the best survey experience, please use your computer or tablet to complete this online
questionnaire. Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact Ekaterina Sorokina by
email sorokina@knights.ucf.edu or by phone 480-678-4097. Alternatively, you may refer your
questions to Dr. Youcheng Wang, Faculty Supervisor by email youcheng.wang@ucf.edu or by
phone 407-903-8039.
Please note that by proceeding to the survey, you consent to participate in this research
study. You must be 18 years of age or older to take part in this research study. IRB contact about
your rights in this study or to report a complaint: If you have questions about your rights as a
research participant, or have concerns about the conduct of this study, please contact Institutional
Review Board (IRB), University of Central Florida, Office of Research, 12201 Research
Parkway, Suite 501, Orlando, FL 32826-3246 or by telephone at (407) 823-2901, or email
irb@ucf.edu.
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Survey Questions
The following set of questions will ask for general information about your tourism organization.
Q1 Please indicate the type of your tourism organization.

o Independent organization (1)
o Part of county government (2)
o Division of economic development (3)
o Part of city government (4)
o Division of the Chamber of Commerce (5)
o Other (6) ________________________________________________
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Q2 Please select the level of your tourism organization.

o State level DMO (1)
o Regional level DMO (2)
o County level DMO (3)
o City level DMO (4)
Q3 Please indicate the approximate annual budget of your tourism organization.

o Under $1,000,000 (1)
o $1,000,001-$3,000,000 (2)
o $3,000,001-$7,000,000 (3)
o $7,000,001-$11,000,000 (4)
o $11,000,001-$15,000,000 (5)
o $15,000,001 and above (6)
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Q4 How many people are employed in your tourism organization?

o less than 10 (1)
o 10 to 50 (2)
o 51 to 100 (3)
o 101 to 200 (4)
o 201 to 300 (5)
o 301 and more (6)
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The following set of questions will focus on various aspects of tourism destinations to understand the conditions necessary for them to
become Smart, the performance of your tourism organization in each of the areas, and the factors that could facilitate the success of
Smart Tourism initiatives.
Q5 Please identify the importance of the following technological innovations for destinations that strive to become Smart and the
performance of your organizations in each of these technological areas.
Importance to Smart Destinations
Not at all
important
(1)

Big data (7)

Analytical
platforms (e.g.,
Arrivalist) (8)

Digital content
(9)

Internet of
Things (e.g.,
sensors) and
Internet
services (1)
Cloud services
(e.g., Google
Cloud) (2)

Somewhat
important (2)

Moderately
important (3)

Performance of your organization

Very
important
(4)

Extremely
important
(5)

Very
poor (1)

Poor (2)

Acceptable
(3)

Good
(4)

Very
good (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Importance to Smart Destinations
Not at all
important
(1)

Somewhat
important (2)

Moderately
important (3)

Performance of your organization

Very
important
(4)

Extremely
important
(5)

Very
poor (1)

Poor (2)

Acceptable
(3)

Good
(4)

Very
good (5)

Immersive
technology
(e.g., virtual
reality) (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Intelligent
technology
(e.g., artificial
intelligence) (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Autonomous
vehicles
technology (5)

Robotics
technology (6)
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Q6 Please identify the importance of the following governance principles for destinations that strive to become Smart and
the performance of your organization on each of these principles.
Importance to Smart Destinations
Not at all
important
(1)
Anticipation of
stakeholders'
needs (1)
Proactive
provision of the
information to
stakeholders (2)
Establishing a
two-way
communication
with
stakeholders (3)
Active
collaboration
with
stakeholders in
the decisionmaking process
(4)

Somewhat
important
(2)

Moderately
important
(3)

Very
important
(4)

Performance of your organization
Extremely
important
(5)

Very poor
(1)

Poor (2)

Acceptable
(3)

Good (4)

Very
good (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q7 Please identify the importance of the following aspects of sustainability for destinations that strive to become Smart and the
performance of your organizations in each of the areas.
Importance to Smart Destinations
Not at all
important
(1)

Somewhat
important
(2)

Moderately
important
(3)

Very
important
(4)

Performance of your organization
Extremely
important
(5)

Very poor
(1)

Poor (2)

Acceptable
(3)

Good (4)

Very
good (5)

Environmental
sustainability
(e.g.,
preservation of
natural
resources in the
destination) (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Economic
sustainability
(e.g., equal
distribution of
economic
benefits to
stakeholders)
(2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Social
sustainability
(e.g., fair
distribution of
resources and
community
engagement)
(3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Importance to Smart Destinations
Not at all
important
(1)
Cultural
sustainability
(e.g.,
preservation of
cultural heritage
in the
destination) (4)

o

Somewhat
important
(2)

o

Moderately
important
(3)

o

Very
important
(4)

Performance of your organization
Extremely
important
(5)

o

o
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Very poor
(1)

o

Poor (2)

o

Acceptable
(3)

o

Good (4)

Very
good (5)

o

o

Q8 Please identify the importance of the following livability aspects for destinations that strive to become Smart and the
performance of your organization in each of these areas.
Importance to Smart Destinations
Not at all
important
(1)

Somewhat
important
(2)

Moderately
important
(3)

Very
important
(4)

Performance of your organization
Extremely
important
(5)

Very poor
(1)

Poor (2)

Acceptable
(3)

Good (4)

Very good
(5)

Safety of locals
and visitors (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Support of
healthy
communities
(2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Information
access for
locals and
visitors (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Convenient
transportation
options (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Diverse and allembracing
community (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Civic and social
community
engagement (6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q9 What are the most important functions of a DMO that support Smart Destination initiatives?

Strongly disagree (1)
Provision of the most
relevant information (1)
Context-specific
communication (2)
Building customized
interactions (3)
Provision of extensive
transaction
opportunities (4)
Widespread brand
promotion (5)
Leadership of Smart
Destinations (6)

Somewhat disagree (2)

Neither agree nor
disagree (3)

Somewhat agree (4)

Strongly agree (5)

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o
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Q13 Please identify the extent to which each of the following factors is important to the successful implementation of Smart
initiatives.

Not at all important (1)
Shared innovative
culture (1)
Specialized knowledge
(2)
Destination size (3)
Funding opportunities
(4)
Developed
infrastructure (5)
Industry stakeholders'
support (6)
Government support (9)
Time to engage in smart
initiatives (7)
Energy to carry out
smart initiatives (8)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Moderately important
(3)

Slightly important (2)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Very important (4)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Extremely important (5)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Q14 To what extent do you believe your destination is successful in implementing Smart
Tourism initiatives?

o Very successful (1)
o Somewhat successful (2)
o Neither successful nor unsuccessful (3)
o Somewhat unsuccessful (4)
o Very unsuccessful (5)
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The following set of questions will ask for your general background information.
Q16 Please indicate the category that best describes your current position in the organization.

o Executive level (1)
o Director level (2)
o Management (3)
o Frontline employee (4)
o Other (5) ________________________________________________
Q17 Please identify your age category.

o Under 35 (1)
o 35 - 44 (2)
o 45 - 54 (3)
o 55 - 64 (4)
o 65 and above (5)
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Q18 To which gender identity do you most identify?

o Male (1)
o Female (2)
o Not listed (3) ________________________________________________
o Prefer not to answer (4)
Q19 Please provide any comments regarding this survey and its content here:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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